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Executive Summary
ARMA Houston Chapter of the Year Submission
Executive Summary
The Houston Chapter of ARMA International takes great “PRIDE” in the effort and
achievements of its members and Board during the 2008-2009 Chapter year. This
year’s theme, PRIDE, Professionalism, Responsibility, Integrity, Determination and
Excellence, was the focus in all our activities resulting in significant contributions to the
association, community and profession of Records and Information Management.
Highlights for the year include:
• Hosting the Annual Houston Spring Conference with keynote speaker, luncheon
speaker, 44 educational sessions and 29 Exhibitors
• Conducting regular Chapter meetings with an average attendance of 105
members and guests
• Presenting 9 Educational Workshops in conjunction with Chapter meetings
• Holding periodic Industry Specific Group (ISG) meetings supporting records
professionals in the Health Care, Legal, and Oil and Gas Industries
• Sponsoring a two-day “Shred Days” event for the community
• Raising RIM awareness by obtaining proclamations from five government
entities
• Participating in the Southwest Region Leadership and Training Conference, July
24-26, 2008 in Corpus Christi, Texas by sending 12 delegates
• Revising and reformatting the Chapter Website to enhance access to information
by members and the general public
• Recruiting and mentoring new members
• Coordinating Community Assistance Drives benefiting 5 charities
• Supporting our newly formed Sister Chapter in Trinidad / Tobago
• Conducting large records projects for local government entities
• Implementing a Records Remediation and Recovery project for the Houston
Symphony
• Sponsoring a 1-day seminar with David O. Stephens, CRM, FAI on International
Aspects of Records Management
• Maintaining membership of over 450 chapter members
• Updating the formal Chapter History documentation
• Recognizing the outstanding contributions of its members at an Annual Awards
Ceremony
• Anticipated Donation* of $10,000 to ARMA Houston’s Alice L. Haltom
Educational Fund
• Anticipated Donation* of $2,000 to the RL Stevenson Elementary School in
support of the “Highlighting for Literacy” project
(*Exact donation amounts to be voted on at the June Board Meeting)
Throughout the Chapter year, ARMA Houston demonstrated its PRIDE,
Professionalism, Responsibility, Integrity, Determination and Excellence, by being
responsive to the needs of its members, communicating important information in a
timely manner, supporting the larger community and conducting events and activities to
advance the profession of Records and Information Management.
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Introduction

Chapter Characteristics
With a population of over two million, Houston is the largest city in Texas and the 4th
largest city in our nation. The greater Houston metropolitan area has a population of
over five million, sits a mere 43 feet above sea level and covers 8, 778 square miles, an
area slightly larger than the State of New Jersey. Home to NASA’s Johnson Space
Center, the world-renowned Houston Medical Center complex, comprised of 13
hospitals and two medical schools, and several international petroleum companies, we
are a professionally diverse community.
The Houston Ship Channel, which runs a length of 84 km (52 miles), connects the city to
the primary shipping lanes of the world through the Bay of Galveston, the Gulf portion
of the Intra-coastal Waterway, and the Gulf of Mexico. The Port of Houston is the 10th
largest port in the world and ranks 1st in the nation for the amount of water-borne
tonnage handled. Our greater metropolitan region leads the country in the refining and
manufacturing of petrochemical products including fertilizers and pesticides and leads
the world in the production and export of oil-field equipment. Technology interests are
also well represented in our area by Texas Instruments and Hewlett-Packard.
The service and trade sectors account for the largest percentages of total employment,
while government ranks third. The educational sector is also well represented with over
40 colleges and institutions of higher learning in the metropolitan area. Our Theatre
District covers a 17-block area in downtown Houston and is second only to New York in
its concentration of seats in one geographic area. The ARMA Houston Chapter
membership, comprised of over 450 members from the energy, medical, transportation,
legal, manufacturing, service and government sectors, reflects the broad diversity of its
community.
This year presented huge challenges to our community in the form of natural disasters
including Hurricane Ike and several incredibly heavy rainstorms resulting in area-wide
flooding. Despite these catastrophic events and the impact of the economic problems
facing our nation, ARMA Houston delivered on commitments to its members, provided
desperately needed assistance to the community and successfully advocated the
interests of the Records and Information Management profession.
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Educational and Professional Development
Executive Summary
The Houston Chapter of ARMA International is dedicated to excellence in professional
development. By delivering leading edge information and resources in the Records and
Information Management discipline, we serve the broadly diverse educational needs of
our membership.
Collaboration with members gives direction to the Program, Meeting and Conference
committees. A wide range of workshops, meetings and conferences were made available
and educational events for records management professionals of all levels were well
attended through 2009. ARMA Houston Chapter also extended support to the newly
formed Trinidad/Tobago Chapter. Highlights for the year include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Monthly Chapter Meetings
Nine Educational Workshops
Regional Leadership Conference Participation
Annual Spring Conference and Vendor Exposition
Institute of Certified Records Managers (ICRM) Activities
Industry Specific Group (ISG) meetings in three business sectors
International Records Management Seminar - David O. Stephens, CRM, FAI
Trinidad/Tobago Sister Chapter

Monthly Educational Opportunities
Several committees coordinate to bring quality education and professional growth
opportunities to the Houston professional community. Workshops are frequently held
in conjunction with monthly luncheon meetings at no cost to participants increasing the
value of monthly meeting attendance. The April monthly meeting was held at the
Annual Spring Conference and the December meeting consisted of a holiday event
focusing on those in need. Attendance at monthly meetings for the Chapter year
averaged 105, program topics follow:
July 2008

“Hosting Documents & Information Management”
Shawn Edwards, Esq., VP Operations, FileControl Partners

August 2008

“Selling RIM to Upper Management”
Doug Allen, CRM, CDIA+

September 2008

Cancelled due to Hurricane Ike

October 2008

“Case Study: Implementing an Email Program at Valero”
DeBe Wantzloeben, CRM, Valero Energy
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November, 2008

Vendor Appreciation Event

December 2008

Holiday Social

January 2009

“Transforming Negative Thoughts”
Linda Starr, Starr CTC Corporate and Personal Development

February 2009

“Case Study: Creating an Archives from Scratch”
Sarah Jackson, CA, Harris County Archives
President, Archivists of the Houston Areas (AHA)

March 2009

“FTC Red Flag Rules”
Greg Pemberton, Corporate Attorney, Iron Mountain

April 2009

Held during the Annual Spring Conference
David Hira, Motivational Speaker and Magical Entertainer

May 2009

Annual Business Meeting and Chapter Awards
“SOX and Corporate Conflict of Interest Policies”
Danna Walton, Director of the Corporate Compliance Center
South Texas College of Law

June, 2009

Installation of Officers
John Frost, CRM, President / Chair ARMA International

This year, the Workshop Committee selected a theme of “Records Around the Business
World” on which to build its educational sessions. Programs focused on specialized
areas of Records Management and were presented by subject matter experts in three
disciplines. The annual New Members Orientation was held in January followed by
workshops centered on RIM core competencies.
July 2008

“Government Records”
Nancy Sparrow, Fort Bend County

August 2008

“Health Care Records”
D’Anderia Dunham, Texas Children’s Hospital

September 2008

Cancelled due to Hurricane Ike

October 2008

“Legal Records”
Patti Manning, Baker Hughes
Richard Waters, Shook, Hardy & Bacon

January 2009

“New Member Orientation”
Steve DeClue, CRM, VP Membership
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February 2009

“Management of a Records Management Program”
Nancy Ramirez, CRM, ExxonMobil Global Services Company

March 2009

“Records Systems, Storage and Retrieval Part 1 - Active Records”
Dr. Ann Bennick, CRM, Author, Active Filing for Business Records

May 2009

“Records Appraisal, Retention, Protection and Disposition”
Sarah Jackson, CA, Harris County Archives

June 2009

“Records Systems, Storage and Retrieval Part 2 - Inactive Records”
Sandy Miller, CRM, McDermott

Regional Leadership and Education
In July 2008, 10 board members, two regular members and spouses of the Houston
Chapter attended the Southwest Region Leadership Conference in Corpus Christi,
Texas. This annual training event for officers and managers is a valuable resource for
chapters in the Southwest Region. Dale Mask with Alliance Training led a half-day
group session on “The Motivational Leader” and training sessions specific to each Board
Position were held. Group meetings on planning, leadership and teamwork were also
held, all designed to support individuals in carrying out their responsibilities to the
chapter in the upcoming year.
ARMA Houston Board members also participated in delivering presentations at the
conference:
• George Ramirez – “Marketing and Conducting Successful Seminars”
• Beverly McMahan – “Chapter Year Planning/ Project Planning”
Annual ARMA Houston Spring Conference
Each year, ARMA Houston strives to deliver best in class educational sessions, vendor
offerings and networking opportunities at its annual conference. The 2009 Conference
was held April 28th and 29th at the Stafford Conference Centre, 10505 Cash Road in
Stafford, Texas, a suburban city on the southwest side of Houston. This year’s
conference offered an Exhibit Hall showcasing 29 vendors and 44 educational sessions
in a multi-track format providing education across a broad range of interests at various
levels of expertise. Conference tracks included:
• RIM Fundamentals
• RIM Technology
• Management Development
• Compliance and Standards
• Ask the Expert
• Vendor Presentations
June 1, 2009
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There are five primary Conference Committees that coordinate efforts to deliver an
educational event of this magnitude. Conference Committee Managers representing
Publicity, Program, Exhibits, Arrangements and Registration work under the direction
of the ARMA Houston Vice President for Chapter Conference to plan all aspects of the
conference. Monthly meetings commence ten months before the conference and
continue beyond the conference when speaker and vendor evaluations are reviewed and
lessons learned compiled for the incoming conference committee.
Individual
Committees meet on different schedules as required by their roles and responsibilities
and coordination between the various Committees is essential for success. Countless
volunteer hours went into coordinating and delivering this years’ exemplary event.
The success of the annual conference also depends on support from Records and
Information Management consultants, technology vendors and service providers, along
with employer companies and agencies who host exhibits and contribute through
sponsorships and financial and in-kind donations. Exhibits at his year’s conference
included technology and software solutions, imaging service bureaus, shredding
services, filing and shelving solutions, box storage providers, and consultant and
contractor services. Vendor and employer contributions to this year’s conference
included:
• Attendee bags and Badge Holders
• Conference Handouts on CD
• Registration Packets and printing services
• Sponsorship of the Internet Café, Refreshment Breaks and Networking Reception
Attendees from government and private sectors heard the Keynote Address, “WEB 2.0
and Records Management Issues”, delivered by Dr. Patricia Galloway, Associate
Professor from the School of Information, University of Texas at Austin and stayed for
the reception held on the Exhibit Floor after sessions concluded for the day. Topics for
this year’s educational sessions RIM Competencies, Information Security, Litigation
Readiness, Technology Selection and Best Practices, E-mail management and RM
Program Implementation and Governance.
The ARMA Houston Annual Spring Conference exemplified this years’ association
theme, “PRIDE” - Professionalism, Responsibility, Integrity, Determination and
Excellence. The Institute of Certified Records Managers (ICRM) approved 10 CRM recertification credits for conference attendance; a schedule detailing the sessions, topics
and speakers is attached as Exhibit I-4.
Spring Conference Statistics:
• Conference Registrations - 248
• Conference Sessions - 44
• Total Speakers - 53
• Vendor Exhibits available - 16 hours
• Exhibitors - 29
• Sponsors - 17
June 1, 2009
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First-time Exhibitors - 5
Records and Information Management Month (RIMM) Proclamations:
The State of Texas, Harris and Fort Bend Counties and
The Cities of Houston and Stafford, TX
Conference Committee & Chapter Workers –21
Estimated Profit - $23,000 (Final accounting to be reported at the June Board
Meeting)

Institute of Certified Records Managers (ICRM) Activities
The mission statement of the Houston Chapter of ARMA International advocates the
advancement of professionalism in the field of Records and Information Management.
Through active support of the ICRM, ARMA Houston honors its commitment to
professionalism and encourages individuals to pursue and maintain the Certified
Records Manager (CRM) designation. The ICRM Liaison Committee, led by Chapter
ICRM Ambassador, Lee Pendergraft, CRM, and Judy Sitton, CRM, provides information
about certification, opportunities for those studying for CRM Exams and support for
CRM’s with membership in the ARMA Houston Chapter through a number of venues.
The ARMAdilla, ARMA Houston’s bi-monthly newsletter, contains a special column
entitled “Ask the CRM” written by Allan Heath, CRM, a member of the ARMA Houston
Chapter for over 30 years. In addition to authoring an article for the ICRM Newsletter,
Lee Pendergraft held a CRM Candidacy Orientation session in January launching a
CRM Study Group that meets monthly. Lee, Judy, Allan and other CRM’s from Houston
give their time to counsel CRM candidates and support the activities of other ARMA
Houston Committees to support individuals in attaining the CRM designation.
Industry Specific Group (ISG) Meetings
In an effort to meet the need for information and guidance on the management of
specialized records, ARMA Houston has facilitated the development of, and continues to
support, Industry Specific Groups in the Houston area.
These groups meet
independently from the regular monthly Chapter meetings providing participants an
opportunity to meet with peers in their industry, discuss challenges, exchange
information and share best practices. There are currently three ISG’s sponsored by
ARMA Houston:
• Energy ISG – The “Downtown Energy Group” meets quarterly at a site hosted by
one of its members. This group of records professionals, primarily from the oil &
gas industry working in the downtown Houston area, have roundtable
discussions and speaker presentations on various topics relating to their unique
RIM challenges. At the writing of this submission, an Energy ISG meeting is
scheduled for June 10th, Topics of focus will be “Cloud Computing” and
“Migrating Legacy Data”.
• Legal ISG – Records professionals working for law firms, corporate legal offices
and legal service providers meet regularly to share information and discuss the
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•

topics such as best practices for case file management and the latest in ediscovery trends.
Health Care ISG – Formed this year, this industry group meets to address issues
facing records professionals in Health Care Services, such as HIPAA
requirements and patient privacy issues.

Seminar - International Aspects of Records Management
David O. Stephens, CRM, FAI
ARMA Houston was pleased and honored to host renowned Records Management
expert David O. Stephens for a one-day seminar on May 21st. A recognized author and
consultant in retention scheduling and managing records in all formats and media,
David delivered a lively and informative presentation to 55 attendees. Topics addressed
in the seminar included:
• Legal Aspects of International Records Management
• Introduction to International Records Retention
• International Records Retention Laws
• Implementing Globalized Records Management Programs
Trinidad/Tobago Chapter
As a sponsor of the Trinidad/Tobago Chapter, ARMA Houston provided assistance as
the chapter was forming in 2007 and saw its Sister Chapter chartered in 2008. This
year, the Trinidad Chapter became registered as the Records & Information
Management Association of Trinidad & Tobago.
The Trinidad/Tobago Chapter is based in Port-of-Spain and has successfully maintained
the minimum number of members (20) as required by ARMA International. This
chapter’s membership is comprised of individuals from government and the private
business sector. Industries represented include Oil and Gas, Banking and Offsite
Storage Vendors, The National Archives of Trinidad, and Agriculture department also
sponsor members. ARMA Houston continues to support Trinidad/Tobago through
mentoring, coaching and sharing its knowledge with the leaders and members of this
new ARMA Chapter.
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Projects
Executive Summary
ARMA Houston demonstrates its PRIDE, Professionalism, Responsibility, Integrity,
Determination and Excellence, by dedicating resources to projects that serve the local
community and enrich the larger records management community. Ten projects were
supported during the association year; several represent long-term initiatives and
ongoing commitments.
1. Harris County Historical Commission Records Retention Project
2. Harris County Archives Record Collection Indexing and Maintenance Project
3. Educational Video Taping Initiative
4. History of ARMA Houston Chapter Project
5. Houston Symphony Records Recovery Effort
6. Highlighting Literacy for Kids
7. “Neighbors Helping Neighbors” Food Drive
8. Houston Area Women’s Center, School Supply Drive
9. “Helping your Fellow Man” Campaign for the Open Door Mission
10. “Santa’s Helpers”, Covenant House Project
Harris County Historical Commission Records Retention Project
Background
The Harris County Historical Commission is an organization dedicated to the
preservation, protection and promotion of the county’s long and dynamic history.
Commission members are appointed by the County Judge for a two-year term and serve
in a pro-bono capacity. The commission coordinates its efforts with the Texas State
Historical Commission conducting extensive work in the area of Texas historical
markers and designations.
Work Performed
ARMA Houston Board Member Beverly McMahan, CRM, ERMM has served on the
Harris County Historical Commission since January 2007. In becoming familiar with
the organization, she determined that the Commission’s Records needed to be better
managed. Most groups reporting to the County Commissioners and County Judge have
a Records Retention Schedule in place however the Historical Commission did not.
Recognizing the value of the Commission’s records and the need to ensure their proper
management and retention, Beverly began working with the Commission Chairman to
conduct a records inventory in 2008.
Upon completing the inventory, Beverly researched the State of Texas legal
requirements and created a Records Retention Schedule for the Commission. The
Schedule was presented to the Historical Commission for approval at its 3rd Quarter
meeting in October 2008. After review and revision to comply with business
requirements the Commissioner’s Court approved the schedule in February 2009 and
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forwarded it to the Government Information Analyst at the Texas State Library and
Archives. Final approval of the Retention Schedule by the State of Texas was given April
30th, 2009.
Project Statistics
Start Date: January 2007
End Date: April 2009
Volunteer time contribution: 150 hours
Estimated Monetary Value: $3,000
Reference: www.harrischc.org
Attachment: Certificate of Appreciation - Exhibit II-1
Harris County Archives Record Collection Indexing and Maintenance
Project
“Each day that passes is a triumph for an archive, for each day some mere
scrap of paper permits justice to prevail. As a rule, the papers of a given
generation are seldom required after their reception and primary use; but
when all personal touch with that period has ceased, then these records
assume a startling importance, for they replace hands that have vanished
and lips that are sealed.”
- Arthur G. Doughty, 1924
Background
Harris County Archives, the first county archives in Texas created specifically as part of
a Records Management program, officially opened to researchers in April 2005. The
effort contributed by the ARMA Houston Chapter allowed the Archives to further their
goal of achieving administrative, physical, and intellectual control over the permanent
and historic records of Harris County. This project also enabled the Archives to make
available, to researchers and the public, collections that were previously inaccessible.
Because the Archives operate under a severely limited budget, the work performed by
skilled records professionals would have otherwise never been done.
This project represents one of the largest in-kind donations in the history of the
Houston Chapter. PacoTech, Inc., owned by Chapter member Gayle Page, provided
staffing to Harris County Archives to assist in completing several key projects. Staff
included a Project Manager and two professional-level records management employees,
two of which are also Houston Chapter members. The staff worked on a full-time, probono basis for four months in coordination with Harris County Archivist, Sarah Canby
Jackson, CA and her assistant. ARMA Houston and PacoTech, Inc. intend to continue
supporting this work when additional resources can be made available.
Work Performed
The project included indexing, repair, and processing of the following collections:
• Autopsy Records
• Block Book Microfilm
June 1, 2009
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Justice of the Peace Civil Case Files
Justice of the Peace Inquest Case Files
Juvenile Records
Bond Certification Files

Autopsy Records consist of death certificates, newspaper clippings and other notes in
addition to the autopsy report itself. They are “open records” used by family members,
researchers and by the police for cold-case investigations. 80,000 autopsy records for
the years 1957 to 1979 were reviewed to eliminate duplicate documentation and were
transferred into new acid-free, alkaline-buffered boxes for long-term storage. Over 150
cubic feet of records, approximately 20% of the original volume, were delimited through
this process. Additionally, the team removed mold from or reformatted approximately
1,200 documents. Information about the autopsy records was entered into the Archives
database making them readily available to the public for the first time.
Block Books are an important property research tool. Often used by researchers to trace
property ownership without relying on deed records, the block books also provide
information on maps that detail the development of the county. The microfilmed Block
Book Series of tax records for the years 1916 to 1997 were verified and inventoried and
corrections were made to the existing item-level inventory. The film was then reboxed
into acid-free alkaline-buffered boxes for long-term preservation and the database was
updated with the new storage location information. The 2,070 rolls of block book film
were part of over 12,500 rolls of film transmitted to the Harris County Archives without
an inventory or index in 2002. PacoTech workers provided the expertise to finish this
ongoing Archives project.
Justice of the Peace Civil Case Files document personal disputes and capture the
economic conditions of the times. JP-1, the precinct that includes downtown Houston,
had files from the years 1894 to 1940 that had never been processed. The team removed
these files from the highly acidic envelopes in which they had been stored, flattened and
cleaned the files as necessary, placed the documents in acid-free alkaline-buffered
folders and boxes and created a box level inventory which was then entered into the
Archives database. For the first time since their creation a century ago, these records
are now available to researchers including historians and genealogists.
Justice of the Peace Inquest Case Files contain essentially the same information as is
found in docket books however enough differences between these two types of records
from Precinct 2 for the years 1937 to 1956 warranted the processing of the case files.
Over 19 cubic feet of Inquest Case Files were processed in the same manner as the
Justice of the Peace Civil Case Files making the records searchable and usable for the
first time since they were created.
Juvenile Records consist of highly confidential adoption and foster care case files. In
August 2006, after completion of an NHPRC grant project, 58 cubic feet of these records
were found at the Harris County Records Center. The records remained unprocessed
due to a lack of qualified resources. Because of the professionalism demonstrated by the
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PacoTech volunteers, the archivist felt confident in entrusting the volunteers with these
very sensitive records for processing. Juvenile records for the years 1913 to 1989 were
sorted, alphabetized and appropriately stored and the file finding aid was updated
accordingly.
Harris County Drainage District Improvement Bond Certification Files needed to be
accessed by one of the County departments. Harris County Archives initiated a project
to scan these records for the years 1909 to 1923. The ARMA Houston team from
PacoTech assisted with the document preparation, scanning and indexing of 40% of the
653 images. The scanned images are now available in PDF format on the Harris County
Archives website and are being used by historians and engineers to determine the
locations of the earliest Drainage Districts in Harris County. “Knowing that we could
call on the [ARMA Houston] volunteers to help with this project benefited our turnaround time in completing the project for the users.” - Sarah Canby Jackson, CA
Project Statistics
Start Date: January 2009
End Date:
April 2009
Volunteer time contribution: 1523 hours (calculated through April 2009)
Estimated monetary value: $76,150
Referencehttp://www.hctx.net/recordsmanagement/archives
Attachment: Proclamation – Exhibit II-2
Educational Video Taping Project
Background
Today’s economic realities require us to find innovative and cost-effective ways to meet
the educational needs of our membership. ARMA Houston has launched a pilot project
to videotape educational events and make them available through the ARMA Bookstore.
By leveraging new technology deployed by ARMA International, these new educational
resources will be accessible by members on demand and free of cost.
Work Performed
To date, two meetings and one seminar have been taped. The two meeting tapes are
being edited to ensure compliance with ARMA International standards and will be
posted once approved. The seminar video, “International Aspects of Records
Management” presented by Mr. David O. Stephens, CRM, FAI, will be processed next
and plans to tape additional meetings and events are underway.
Project Statistics
Start Date: March 2009
End Date: ongoing
Volunteer time contribution to date: 80 hours
Estimated monetary value to date: $1,500
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History of ARMA Houston Chapter Project
Background
On September 24, 1959, seventeen people representing 10 companies held an informal
meeting and the Records Management Association (RMA) was formed. In 1961, a
constitution and by-laws were adopted and officers of this new organization were
elected. In October of the following year, the RMA became affiliated with ARMA, then
the American Records Management Association. The history of how this group grew
into what is now the Houston Chapter of ARMA International is a story of many hardworking individuals working together to reach a common professional goal. The
Houston Chapter of ARMA International is now the largest chapter in the Association
with over 450 members.
ARMA Houston has a long and active history and ensuring chapter information is
captured and preserved is time consuming yet important work. The history of the
ARMA Houston Chapter had not been updated since 1999 so a project was undertaken
to review, organize and bring current the formally archived chapter information.
Work Performed
This effort was led by chapter members Mica Hanchey and Gayle Page and resulted in
three deliverables:
• Formal Chapter History Update
• ARMAdilla Newsletter Preservation
• Pictorial History of ARMA Houston
Chapter History Update
Key initiatives, accomplishments and highlights for association years’ 1999 through
2007 were researched using Board of Director meeting minutes, ARMAdilla Newsletters
and Chapter of the Year (COTY) Submissions. Mica and Gayle directed numerous
volunteer editors who worked to compile and formally document chapter information
and the ongoing task of updating the chapter history was officially assigned to the Past
President beginning with the 2007-2008 association year.
ARMAdilla Newsletter Preservation
Bound copies of the ARMAdilla had previously been preserved for the years 1967-1980.
Both Mica and Gayle had extensive collections of older ARMAdilla newsletters and these
were added to those that had been stored as part of the chapter’s Records Retention
program. The collected issues from 1981 to 2008 were bound to preserve the integrity
of the volumes.
Pictorial History of ARMA Houston
Pictures from ARMAdilla newsletters dated 1967 to 2002 were scanned and images
from the electronically published ARMAdilla’s from 2002 to date were copied to
compile the pectoral history. The images were cropped and enhanced where possible
and additional personal pictures were added to create a PowerPoint presentation that
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was shown at the ARMA Houston Spring Conference in celebration of 50 years of
Records and Information Management professionals Houston, Texas.
Project Statistics
Start Date: December 2008
End Date: May 2009
Volunteer time contribution: 200 hours
Estimated monetary value: Priceless
Houston Symphony Records Recovery Effort
Background
During Tropical Storm Allison in 2001, many of the records in the Houston Symphony’s
belowground offices were lost due to flooding; they remained in contaminated water for
up to five days. Among the historical material kept by the Public Relations Department
in its Jones Hall offices were news clippings covering a dozen years of Houston
Symphony activities. The recoverable records were sent to NASA for freeze-drying, and
were later treated for mold by Blackmon Mooring. Unfortunately, the aroma of the
flood lingered and it was difficult to find volunteers to do preservation photocopying.
Linda Williams, an ARMA Houston member working for the City of Houston, heard
about the Symphony’s damaged records problem and reached out to ask what could be
done. Volunteer archivists for the Houston Symphony, Terry Brown and Ginny Garrett,
tasked with collecting materials to establish a formal archive, quickly responded
advising of their need for help in preserving and making the flood-damaged records
accessible.
Work Performed
ARMA Houston member Robin Thompson with Donovan & Watkins took on the task of
finding a professional firm to assist with this effort and contacted DocuData Solutions, a
scanning service provider in Houston. DocuData’s Vice President, Steve Elston,
committed his organization to scan the damaged records and news clippings and render
them as searchable PDF files.
DocuData estimates that it will take approximately one month per box to image the
material and the first box has been transferred to DocuData for processing. A more
detailed project plan to prepare and scan the remaining 2o boxes of material will be
compiled after completing work on the initial box. “We didn’t have the time to copy
these ourselves, and the ability to do word searches in these files will be a great help to
us as we prepare for our centennial in 2013,” says Ms. Brown.
Project Statistics
Start Date: April 2009
End Date: ongoing
Volunteer time contribution to date: 20 hours
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Estimated monetary value: $65,000 (labor and materials)
Reference: Terry Brown. Volunteer Archivist, Houston Symphony
713.344.5626 (tel)
Highlighting for Literacy
The Highlighting for Literacy program benefits underprivileged children attending the
Robert Louis Stevenson Elementary School, a 100-year-old school in the Houston
Independent School District. Championed by ARMA Houston member Linda Mercer
for over eleven years, the chapter’s work with these students started when an ARMA
Houston meeting speaker encouraged the audience to help kids between the ages of 8
and 11 learn that they could be successful regardless of their circumstances.
A well-known key to success is the ability to read and ARMA Houston Chapter members
travel to this inner-city school to work with students struggling to read. An study done
by the school principal confirmed the value of this program when a comparison of
standardized test grades showed consistently higher scores by students participating in
the program. Over the course of the association year, ARMA Houston has donated 30
hours of volunteer time and made monetary donations for the purchase of books and
reading support software totaling $2,000. Those working with the children have
expressed that it is rewarding to see them make progress and read independently.
Much to the enjoyment of those in attendance, Stevenson Elementary students
performed two beautiful South American dances and a drum line delivered musical
entertainment the November chapter meeting. ARMA Houston has built a long-term
relationship with this school and looks forward to continuing to work one-on-one
helping children read to succeed.
Reference: http://es.houstonisd.org/stevensonES
“Neighbors Helping Neighbors” Food Drive
Northwest Area Ministries (NAM) is a non-profit organization that offers a variety of
social support services including a food pantry, prescription assistance, gasoline
vouchers, financial help for rent and utilities, school supplies and clothing, and holiday
food and toys for our neighbors in need. There is an ongoing need for non-perishable
food items and an even greater demand from the Houston area is anticipated this year.
The ARMA Houston Chapter is assisting NAM prepare to meet the anticipated need by
initiating a "Neighbors Helping Neighbors" Food Drive. Members are asked to bring
donations of non-perishable food items to the May and June luncheons and all donors
will be recognized in a drawing being held at the June meeting.
Reference: http://www.namonline.org
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Houston Area Women’s Center School Supply Drive
The Houston Area Women's Center (HAWC) is dedicated to supporting survivors of
domestic and sexual violence and conducting violence prevention education in the
community. HAWC provides shelter and basic needs for women and their children who
are victims of abuse. Through the support of its members, the ARMA Houston Chapter
was able to assist the children living at this facility by providing them with much needed
school supplies. Through the summer, hundreds of items were collected including
backpacks, notebooks and binders, scissors, glue, rulers and pens and pencils. The
donation of school supplies to these children improved their chance of success in school
and allowed ARMA Houston members to make a difference in the future of their
community.
Reference: www.hawc.org
“Helping your Fellow Man” Campaign
The Open Door Mission (ODM) is a faith-based recovery and rehabilitation shelter
dedicated to transforming the lives of the addicted, destitute, homeless or disabled.
This program is one of Houston Mayor White’s early campaigns to help the homeless
and has a success rate of 40 to 45%, much higher than similar programs. Many of the
City of Houston’s service departments (Police, Fire, Emergency) also endorse this effort
and the facility has grown over the years to the success it is today. After going through
the rehabilitation program, the men who reside at the facility are able to find jobs and
get back out on their own.
The ability of the Open Door Mission to support these men in need relies primarily on
public and private donations. Representatives from ODM shared the story of their
program at the ARMA Houston January luncheon launching the "Helping Your Fellow
Man" campaign. Items needed by the ODM residents are quite basic and over a twomonth period, chapter members collected over 600 items including:
• 42 combs
• 60 bars of soap
• 45 toothbrushes and 32 tubes of toothpaste
• 138 disposable razors and 18 cans of shave gel
• 48 pairs of socks
• 28 packages of paper/plastic goods
• Shampoo, lotion, travel kits and miscellaneous supplies
• Numerous items of men’s clothing
Reference http://www.opendoorhouston.org
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“Santa’s Helpers”, Covenant House Project
Covenant House Texas opened its doors at 1111 Lovett Blvd., Houston, in 1983 and is
part of an international network founded in New York. Their mission is to keep young
people off the street and each night they provide shelter to an average of 85 individuals
under the age of 21, some with infants or very young children of their own. Covenant
House serves hundreds of homeless and at-risk youth through their residential
programs, education and job development services and counseling, mentoring and
outreach efforts.
ARMA Houston held a month-long drive, concluding at its holiday event in December,
to collect items needed by Covenant House. The list was long and covered everything
from baby clothes and diapers to professional attire for young women seeking
employment, to toys, books, games and even basic household necessities such as dishes,
blankets and cleaning products. Fourteen large boxes of new items and racks of gently
used clothing were collected and sorted by age group. An estimated 600 lbs. of
donations and gifts were taken to Covenant House in early December. When the ARMA
Houston representatives began unloading the truck at Covenant House, the staff quickly
they were not just receiving a few bags of items, but that Santa and his elves had arrived
with more than they could have ever imagined! They were overwhelmed by the
generosity of our members and we were reminded that together our Chapter could do
much to touch the lives of many who have so little.
Reference: www.covenanthousetx.org
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Public Relations
Executive Summary
ARMA Houston believes in the value of Records and Information Management (RIM)
and ensures a wide range of methods are leveraged to highlight the profession to
member employers, the professional community and general public. Tools used to
deliver important and accurate RIM information to members and interested individuals
everywhere include:
1. Records and Information Management Month (RIMM)
2. Community Shred Days
3. Chapter Newsletter - ARMAdilla
4. Chapter Website
5. Media Advertising
6. E-mail Communications
Records and Information Management Month (RIMM)
Starting in early December of the association year, the ARMA Houston Chapter reaches
out to the larger community by contacting local government agencies and requesting
proclamations declaring April as Records and Information Management Month. This
year, requests were made to five State, County, and City Offices. In response to our
requests, we received proclamations from Governor Rick Perry on behalf of the State of
Texas, Judge Ed Emmett on behalf of Harris County, Judge Robert Hebert on behalf of
Fort Bend County, Mayor Bill White on behalf of The City of Houston and Mayor
Leonard Scarcella on behalf of the City of Stafford, the location of our Annual Spring
Conference. The proclamations designating April 2009 as “Records and Information
Management Month” help raise awareness of Records Management as a profession
within government agencies, private sector interests and the general public.
Community Shred Days
One of the ways ARMA Houston increases awareness of Records Management in the
community is by working with information disposal vendors to sponsor “Shred Days”.
Shred days typically consist of partnering with a qualified ARMA Houston Vendor to cosponsor the event and bring a mobile shredding unit to a conveniently located site.
Those bringing them witness secure disposal of personal papers and receive brochures
about personal information protection. Held at various times during the year, our most
publicized and well-attended event is held in conjunction with our Annual Spring
Conference. Two shredding service providers were represented at this year’s event,
Recall and Greenstar. Over 250 pounds of paper was collected and shred, free of cost,
by these service providers. Greenstar provided documentation on the positive impact
our paper recycling efforts have on the environment. Disposal Certificate and
Environmental Impact Statement attached as Exhibit III-2.
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Houston Chapter Newsletter – the ARMAdilla
ARMA Houston takes PRIDE, Professionalism, Responsibility, Integrity,
Determination and Excellence, in delivering valuable information and resources to its
members through a quality publication. The ARMAdilla, published and posted on our
website every other month, features news and articles on the topics foremost in the
minds of Records and Information Management professionals.
Our newsletter is comprised of articles about subjects of interest to the membership,
reports on legal/regulatory changes, industry trends and chapter activities and
announcements for upcoming local, regional and international events. The ARMAdilla
also has regular columns including “Member Spotlight”, “Leadership News” and the
popular “Ask the Expert”, authored by CRM and 30+ year ARMA member, Allan Heath.
This year’s newsletter columns and articles addressed:
• Best practices in e-mail management
• Impact of the constricted financial environment on records retention
• Leadership and success strategies
• Changes in regulations that impact records
The ARMAdilla staff works diligently to document Chapter meetings and events and
research information from multiple sources including vendor-sponsored white papers,
the Federal Register and regulatory publications and other industry magazines and
news services like the Information Management Journal and AIIM e-Docs. The
Newsletter Editor provides the right balance of material by including information
targeting all levels of expertise, colorful photographs and interesting facts and anecdotes
to craft a publication that aligns with ARMA International guidelines. ARMAdilla Issue
Volume 30, Number 5 – April 2009 is attached as Exhibit III-3.
ARMA Houston Chapter Website
As ARMA Houston celebrates its’ 50th Anniversary this year we are also celebrating our
history of helping members keep up with best practices and the newest technologies by
changing the way we make information available. The friendliness and ease of use of
Web 2.0 technology is being leveraged to update the Chapter website. Member input on
use of the existing ARMA Houston website was solicited and analyzed to determine
what worked and what could work better. This information set the direction and
priorities of the Communications Committee in making function and design changes to
enhance the end user’s experience.
The home page has a new look making the most frequently accessed information easier
to find. Registration for events has been simplified and links to other sites are more
visible. From a maintenance perspective, the website’s new functionality is more
interactive, allows for easy updating of content and provides more information display
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options. We now post a slide show of event photographs showing the Chapter in action
and introducing those who work to move the association forward. You can see the new
face of ARMA Houston at www.armahouston.org.
Media Advertising
The Chapter Vice President of Marketing and Advertising directs the committee that
ensures ARMA Houston’s name and activities are in the public eye. This Committee
compiles press releases and delivers event and meeting announcements to local media
sources for general publication. A variety of communication methods are used to reach
as much of the population as possible, a challenge in such a professionally diverse and
geographically dispersed community. Our Publicity Committee recently demonstrated
the effort put forth by member volunteers in spreading the word about ARMA Houston.
For years we tried to get our monthly meeting notices published in Houston’s primary
news source with intermittent success. Committee Manager Pamela Sankey worked
diligently to find the right people with the right information and our meeting notice is
now submitted on a set day each month in alignment with publication schedules
ensuring everyone knows where to look for Records and Information Management
resources and professionals.
Email Communications
The ARMA Houston Website is the primary tool for delivering information about
chapter meetings, activities and news. However, from time to time there is a need for
communicating time-sensitive information to the membership. E-mail messages,
referred to as “e-mail blasts”, are used to communicate reminders of upcoming
deadlines, changes in scheduled events and similar messages on an ad hoc basis. The
transmission of these communications to members is coordinated through the Chapter
Communications Vice President.
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Chapter Maintenance
Executive Summary
All Chapter committees work together to ensure the efficient operation of the
association. This coordination of effort is possible when we keep ARMA Houston
PRIDE, Professionalism, Responsibility, Integrity, Determination and Excellence at
the forefront in managing, participating, advocating and celebrating to secure the future
of the ARMA Houston Chapter. The association organization chart is posted on our
website providing clarity of the roles and responsibilities carried out by the Board of
Directors and Chapter Committees.
1. Event and Meeting Planning and Attendance
2. Chapter Membership and Growth
3. Board Reporting
4. Web Page Management
5. ‘Dilla Dollar Reward Program
6. Vendor Initiatives
7. Annual Awards
8. Strategic Reserves
Event and Meeting Planning and Attendance
Planning is the key to success for ARMA Houston Committees who coordinate meetings,
workshops and social and educational events. The Vice President, Chapter Meetings,
develops the educational focus and directs the work of the Program and Workshop
committees who plan monthly meeting and workshop topics and speakers twelve
months in advance. Each October, the Chapter Board of Directors reviews the proposed
program and provides speaker and topic selection approval throughout the coming
calendar year (2009). The Professional Development Committee, under the direction
of the Vice President of Outreach and Education, works closely with the Chapter
Meetings Committees to create opportunities for ARMA Houston members to develop
their speaking skills by presenting at workshops and monthly meetings.
Nearly 1,200 members and guests participated in Chapter-sponsored meetings
workshops and events during the 2008-2009 association year. Monthly meeting
attendance remained steady with an average of 105 attendees, approximately 25% of the
Chapter membership. The Chapter’s annual Holiday Social held in December provided
a venue for networking and socializing among chapter members, their spouses and
guests and was also well attended.
Chapter Membership and Growth
ARMA Houston persistently recruits and works to retain members as reflected by our
membership statistics. Three Membership Committees combine their efforts to sustain
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and grow the chapter’s membership base. Committees under direction of the Vice
President, Membership, include Membership Growth, Membership Retention, and
Resource Directory, the committee tasked with maintaining member information and
reconciling the local chapter data with that of ARMA International.
Because the Chapter exists to benefit its members, the ARMA Houston board and
member volunteers work tirelessly to “…provide education, research, and networking
opportunities to information professionals…” (Mission Statement excerpt). Information
is shared among the Membership committees to ensure existing member’s needs are
met and prospective members are introduced to the association. Efforts to attract and
support new members include:
• Hosting an information table at each monthly meeting to answer questions and
provide applications
• Welcoming new members to the association by providing information packets
and contacting them to encourage meeting attendance
• Introducing guests and new members at association meetings and events
• Providing identifying name tags to encourage experienced member interaction
• Holding prize drawings for new members and guests
Through the hard work of the ARMA Houston Membership committees, 157 new
membership applications were processed for the 2008-2009 association year.
Membership Statistics
Existing members are the members reconciled with ARMA International’s
monthly report and include new members. New members are the new or
returning former members who appear on International’s monthly report
but are not in the Chapter’s database.
July-08
Aug-08
Sep-08
Oct-08
Nov-08
Dec-08
Jan-09
Feb-09
Mar-09
Apr-09
May-09
Jun-09
Monthly Average
Total New Members

Existing Members*
478
469
449
445
455
444
455
455
455
447
455
455

New Members
6
20
10
14
13
15
20
13
13
7
13
13

Renewals*
30
18
18
14
26
29
19
26
26
55
26
26

455

13

26

157

Total Renewals

313

Inactive
10
*Excludes Honorary Members
Numbers in red are estimates pending validation by ARMA International.
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Houston Chapter Board Minutes & Reports
The Chapter Board of Directors meets monthly, and on an ad hoc basis as necessary.
Promptly after each meeting the Secretary sends a draft of the meeting minutes to board
members for review. At least one week prior to each regularly scheduled meeting,
Directors prepares and submit to the Secretary the officer and committee reports for
which they are responsible. This ensures everyone has adequate time to review meeting
documentation improving the accuracy of minutes and reports and speeding up the
approval process at Board meetings. Board of Director meeting minutes for February
2009 are attached as Exhibit IV-3.
Web Page Management
Under the management of the Vice President of Communications, the Internet Manager,
Web Manager and Web Advertising Manager and committee members work behind the
scenes to ensure uninterrupted access to current information and resources on the
ARMA Houston web page. During the 2008-2009 Chapter year we executed a contract
with a web services company and identified advertising opportunities for vendors and
service providers. Members were asked to log in to the members only section of the web
site and update their preferences regarding the format in which they prefer to receive
chapter information.
As the primary source of communication with its members, ARMA Houston endeavors
to deliver a website with timely information using the latest technology. In addition to
an interactive event calendar the chapter website provides access to historical
ARMAdilla newsletters, vendor product and service information and links to Regional
and International resources. A separate web page for Annual Spring Conference
information is linked to the Chapter home page to provide speaker and topic
information to facilitate registration for attendees and exhibitors. You can find us at
www.armahouston.org.
‘Dilla Dollar Reward Program
Last year, ARMA Houston introduced a program to reward members for attending
events and meetings, for participating in community charity drives and for serving on
the board or a committee at the local, regional or international level. Members submit
documentation of their participation in events and activities both within the chapter and
in other professional and community organizations. Points are assigned for events and
activities in which a member participates during the previous year and are tabulated at
the end of May. During the June 2009 chapter meeting, members will have their points
converted into “’Dilla Dollars” for use in bidding on donated items in a live auction.
Items up for bid last year included a variety of gift baskets, dinner and event packages,
an i-pod, a DVD-player and a flat screen TV. Initiated to boost summer meeting
attendance, this event’s popularity ensures its continuance for the foreseeable future.
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Vendor Initiatives
We recognize the Chapter’s success relies, in part, on the generosity of our vendor
community.
Several initiatives have been put in place providing opportunities to
qualified vendors and service providers for increasing their visibility and interacting
within the ARMA Houston community. Member vendors can sponsor a nationally
recognized speaker at a monthly meeting by covering their expenses and speaker fees if
applicable. In exchange, a vendor representative is allowed five minutes on the agenda
to tell those in attendance about their products or services. A vendor may also elect to
pay a small fee to host a table to display product or service information at a monthly
meeting. Each of this year’s monthly meetings was vendor sponsored by one or more of
these methods.
This year, the Chapter dedicated its November meeting to the supporting vendors by
holding a Vendor Appreciation Luncheon, which consisted of a mini-vendor fair.
Fifteen vendors, identified as substantial contributors to our Chapter, participated in the
event by hosting a table, handing out giveaways, holding prize drawings and providing
demonstrations of and information about their products and services. This fun event
was a great opportunity to recognize those vendors who support ARMA Houston and
provide them with an opportunity to interact with the members in a relaxed an informal
atmosphere.
Chapter Awards
Each year, the ARMA Houston Chapter Awards Committee takes on the important task
of identifying individuals deserving of recognition for their contributions to the
association and profession. A defined process agreed to by all committee members
provides the framework within which this effort conducted. The process consists of:
• Reviewing and updating the list of Chapter awards and defining the qualifications
of the award recipient
• Compiling a list of Chapter members that served the chapter in some capacity
during the year in Board positions, or as a Committee Manager, Member or
volunteer
• Developing a Point System Submittal Form and requesting all Chapter members
to complete and submit for award consideration
• Soliciting input from ARMA Houston Board of Director members and Committee
Managers
• Creating a spreadsheet of the members who submitted a Point System Submittal
Form and reviewing their contributions and service to the Chapter, both past and
present
• Compiling a spreadsheet of attendance records for all members who registered
for chapter meetings and functions.
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This process worked effectively to identify the following special recognition award
recipients:
• Ambassador Award – Mimi Dionne, CRM and Beverly McMahan, CRM
• Award of Achievement – Amy Ellis, CRM and Jennifer Walker-Ostertag, CRM
• Award of Appreciation For Outstanding Service – Linda Trimm and Michelean
Love
• Award for Distinguished Service – Linda Mercer and Gayle Page
• Award of Excellence – Sandra Weber
• Chapter Member of the Year – Pamela Sankey
• Frances Chartier Mentor Award – Donna Rose, CRM
• New Member of The Year Award – Connie Douglas
• President’s Award – Denise Robertson, CRM
• Spirit of Education Award – Judy Sitton, CRM and Lee Pendergraft, CRM
• Information Management Achievement Award – Janice Anderson
In addition to these special awards, all twelve Board of Director members were
recognized along with Committee Managers and Members. Awards were imprinted
with this Chapter Year’s theme “PRIDE, Professionalism, Responsibility, Integrity,
Determination and Excellence” and displayed the Chapter logo and year. Efforts put
forth by the members, Committees and Board to ensure the success of ARMA Houston
is truly award winning.
Strategic Reserves
The concept of a Strategic Reserve account was introduced during the Chapter’s
participation in ARMA International’s Strategic Planning project several years ago.
Having a “financial back up system” to ensure the Chapter could meet its fiscal
obligations even if one of its major fundraising events such as the Annual Conference
had to be cancelled is an important element in ensuring the long-term existence of
ARMA Houston. The Strategic Reserve Committee was established in the 2004-2005
chapter year and oversees the financial management of the strategic reserve account.
Members of this Committee include the Chapter President, Executive Vice President,
Treasurer, Secretary, Financial Administrator, and the years’ Immediate Past President.
The Chapter’s Financial Administrator and Past President actively maintain the account
provide direct oversight. HD Vest Investment Services has been retained to assist the
Committee in managing the association’s fund.
To provide an adequate financial reserve for the Chapter, the goal is to maintain a
balance equal to the current year’s chapter conference expense budget in the strategic
reserve account. Funded by annual operating budget surplus, the committee once again
reached its goal in the 2008 -2009 fiscal year providing a sense of security and ensuring
the fiscal viability of ARMA Houston.
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Outside Activities of Chapter Members
Executive Summary
A key element in advancing the profession of Records and Information Managers is
interaction with other professional and community organizations. This Chapter year,
ARMA Houston members shared their knowledge, expertise and resources through:
1. Supporting the Alice L Haltom Educational Fund
2. Serving ARMA at the Regional and International Level
3. Outside Speaking Engagements
4. Involvement with other Professional Organizations
Alice L. Haltom Educational Fund (ALHEF)
Founded by ARMA Houston in 1985 in honor of Chapter founding member Alice L.
Haltom, ALHEF’s mission is to provide scholarships to qualified candidates seeking
degrees in Records and Information Management or related fields and to sponsor
attendance at educational events such as the ARMA Houston Spring Conference. The
ARMA Houston Board of Directors nominates Chapter members to serve on the Alice L.
Haltom Educational Fund Board and uses its extensive resources to support ALHEF and
its educational mission.
ARMA Houston assisted ALHEF through generous monetary donations for funding
scholarships and conference sponsorships and by promoting the ALHEF scholarship
programs at monthly meetings and in the ARMAdilla newsletter. The Chapter also
assisted the ALHEF Board in hosting the 4th Annual ALHEF Chili Cook-off, a major
fund raising event.
As a result of ARMA Houston’s active support of ALHEF objectives, $30,000 was
awarded to qualified scholarship applicants and six scholarships to the Annual Spring
Conference were awarded to deserving Chapter members. ARMA Houston members
serving on the 2008-2009 ALHEF Board of Directors include:
President
Executive VP
Treasurer
Secretary
Trustee, Financial Development Committee
Trustee, Public Relations Committee
Executive Director
Honorary Member
Honorary Member
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Members Serving ARMA at the Regional and International Level
Several ARMA Houston members serve ARMA at the International and Regional levels
by participating in projects and on Boards and Committees. These members give their
time and resources to support ARMA’s initiatives on a larger scale.
• Doug Allen, CRM, CDIA+ - President Elect, ARMA International Board of
Directors
• Jessie Wilkins, CDIA+ - ARMA International Board of Directors.
• Pat Vice, CRM, FAI – Honorary Member and Trustee, ARMA International
Educational Foundation (AIEF); ARMA Internationals Standards, Vital Records
Standards Review Committee
• Everis Mollon - Region Coordinator, Southwest Region.
• Mimi Dionne, CRM, CDIA+, CA, PMP - Standards Development Committee and
Records Managers and Higher Education Task Force
Member Speaking Engagements
This year, a number of talented speakers from the ARMA Houston membership
represented the Chapter by working with other foundations and professional
organizations. The following individuals delivered Records & Information Management
presentations at the local and international level:
Doug Allen, CRM, CDIA+
Janice Anderson
Adele Carboni, CRM
Keith Howe
Linda Richards, CRM
Judy Sitton, CRM
Anne Tulek
Jesse Wilkins, CDIA+, ERMM, ECMM
Brian Foster
Sami Rhaman
Mimi Dionne, CRM, CDIA+, CA, PMP

Mike Alsup
Denise Balkum, CRM
Jim Dixon
Beverly McMahan, CRM
Mary Dionne, CRM
Donna Rose, CRM
Diane Walker, CRM
Gayle Page
Judy Tyler, CRM
Judge Ronald Hedges
Cynthia Wood

Members of Other Professional Organizations
ARMA Houston’s membership consists of professionals in a broad range of industries
and interest areas. As a result many are active in associations and organizations outside
of ARMA Houston. The participation of our members in outside groups and activities
opens avenues for networking and increasing awareness of Records and Information
Management (RIM). It also provides ARMA Houston with new information sources,
speakers who can present different perspectives on RIM and exposure to new vendors
and potential members.
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One organization in which our membership
Institute of Certified Records Managers (ICRM).
Douglas Allen, CRM, CDIA+
Ann Bennick, CRM
Sue Brown, CRM
Louis Buzby, CRM
Judy Carpenter, CRM
Denise Hepler-Balkum, CRM
Debra Lammons, CRM
Robert Leavitt, CRM
Nancy McNiel, CRM
Debra Mestemaker, CRM
Sharon Miller, CRM
Lee Pendergraft, CRM
Patrick Queen, CRM
Linda Richards, CRM
Donna Rose, CRM
Paul Scott, CRM
Margaret Southard, CRM
Pat Vice, CRM, FAI
Theresa Westcott, CRM
Judy Tyler, CRM
Fredy Meinfelder, CRM
Robert Leavitt, CRM
Margaret Carpenter, CRM
Tad Howington, CRM
Jennifer Walker-Ostertag, CRM

has significant representation is the
Members of the ICRM include:
Jayne Bellyk, CRM
Laura Brooks, CRM
Deanna Brouillette, CRM
Adele Carboni, CRM
Mimi Dionne, CRM
Allan Heath, CRM
Norma Larson, CRM
Sherry Lyons, CRM
Beverly McMahan, CRM
Sandy Miller, CRM
Louise Moyer, PhD, CRM
Deborah Privitt, CRM
Nancy Ramirez, CRM
Denise Robertson, CRM
Glenn Sanderson, CRM
Judy Sitton, CRM
Carolyn Trim, CRM
Diane Walker, CRM
Stephen DeClue, CRM
Eleonore Tyler, CRM
Norma Larson, CRM
Mary Carpenter, CRM
Laura Brooks, CRM
Amy Ellis, CRM

Many ARMA Houston Chapter members represent our association as members of other
professional and community-based organizations and serve on diverse boards and
committees. Several examples of this involvement follow:
1. Janice Anderson represents ARMA as a member of the Special Libraries
Association (SLA), American Association of Information and Image Management
(AIIM), the Greater Houston Partnership CEO Roundtable, and the Board of
Directors of Technology for All.
2. Jim Dixon serves as the Vice President of the University of Texas El Paso
Houston Alumni Chapter and has been nominated to serve as its President. Jim
is a member of AIIM, AITP & WBE chapters in Houston, Texas
3. David Culbertson is member of the National Association of Information Disposal
(NAID) and is one of only two lifetime ARMA Houston members. He also serves
on the Board of Directors for the Bay Area Bluegrass Association.
4. Beverly McMahan, CRM, ERMM serves on the Harris County Historical
Commission and is participating in the ARMA International Standards
Development Program to craft a new guideline “Records Management for
Information Management Professionals”.
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5. Linda Mercer is a member of the White Oak Bayou Association, the Cottage
Grove Civic Association and the Super Neighborhood Initiatives in Harris
County.
6. John Peden represents ARMA as a member of the Greater Houston Partnership
and the Rotary Club of Houston
7. H. A. (Nancy) Ramirez is a member of the Women’s Energy Network.
8. Judy Sitton, CRM serves as editor of the Institute of Certified Records Managers
(ICRM) newsletter “ProfessioNotes” and is a member of the DeVry University
Health Information Technology Advisory Board.
9. Diane Walker, CRM is a member of AIIM, the Corporate E-Discovery Forum, and
the Sedona Working Group.
10. Brenda Clements is a Lifetime Committee Member of the Houston Livestock
Show and Rodeo which provides college scholarships to its participants.
11. Charles Hanslip is a Committee Member of the Houston Livestock Show and
Rodeo.
12. Debra Mestemaker-Buzby, CRM, ERMM, CPLTA is a member of AIIM, a Life
Member of the Association of Lease and Title Analysts (ALTA), and President of
the Achieve Booster Club which supports Memorial Private High School.
13. Jessie Wilkins is a life member of the USMC Drill Instructors Association and has
the following professional designations: Xplor Electronic Document Professional
(edp) and TAWPI Information Capture Professional (ICP) certifications, AIIM
ECM Master, AIIM Email Management Master, AIIM ERM Master, AIIM Master
of Information Technologies, and AIIM Laureate in Information Technologies
and is a Certified Document Imaginging Architecht (CDIA+).
Another way ARMA Houston interacts with other professional associations is by inviting
respresentatives of related professions and organizations to attend or speak at our
meetings and events. This expands the knowldege of our chapter’s members and
increases awareness of ARMA Houston and its role in promoting Records and
Information Management.
• Archivists of the Houston Area (AHA) – President Sarah Jackson, CA delivered a
presentation at our February 2009 monthly meeting.
• Business Forms Management Association (BFMA) provided information about
their conference in our newsletter and at the March 2009 meeting.
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2009 ARMA Houston Conference
April 28-29, 2009

Tuesday
April 28, 2009

RIM Fundamentals

RIM Technology

Management Development

Compliance & Standards

Ask The Expert

Vendors

Learn how your
organization’s intellectual
assets can be optimized!

Learn about the technologies,
standards, and trends that
are most likely to rock your
RIM world!

Learn how to energize your
business activities through
excellence in teamwork!

Learn about compliance
issues and recordsmanagement related
standards that organizations
are dealing with!

Learn about specific RIMrelated hot topics and
information in the news
today through these
sessions!

Learn about some of the
most advanced tools
through these detailed
vendor presentations!

8:00 – 8:45 am

Arrival / Networking

8:45 – 10:15 am

KEYNOTE ADDRESS - DR. PATRICIA GALLOWAY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN ―WEB 2.0 AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT ISSUES‖

10:15-10:45 am

Break / Visit the Exhibitor Floor

10:45 –12:00 pm

Adele Carboni, CRM - “How
to Measure the Success of
Your Records Management
Program”

Edwin Lee – “How One
Health Plan Got Control Over
Their Email and Met Their
Records Management
Objectives”

T01

T04

Room 105

Room 103

T07

Maura Dunn, CRM –
“Envision The Future of Your
RIM Program”

T02

Room 105

Gordon Workman –
“Enterprise Information
Mapping: Unleashing the
Value of Your Information”

T05

Room 103

Charlotte Riser Harris /
Dawn Radcliffe –
“eDiscovery: The Team Has
Changed”

T08

2:45 – 3:15 pm
3:15 – 4:30 pm

T10

Room A

Jesse Wilkins, CDIA+,
ermm – “A Gentle
Introduction to
Microblogging”

T13

Room 101

Kelly Ferguson - EMC –
“Get the Power of the
Source. Become a Hero
Within Your Organization
with EMC!”
T16

Room 102

Room 104

Diane Walker, CRM – “Code
Blue: Excellence in RIM
Governance and Compliance”

T11

Room A

Jesse Wilkins, CDIA+,
ermm – “Open Topic
Question and Answer”

T14

Room 101

Juan Celaya, COMPUDATA Int’l, LLC - "From
Anchorage to Arlington:
Experiences in Content
Capture"
T17

Room 102

Break / Visit the Exhibitor Floor
Tina Torres – “Designing
Records Management
Programs to Support
Litigation Readiness”

T03
4:30—6:30 pm

Room 104

Ellie Myler, CRM, CBCP –
“Protecting our Continuously
Interconnected Environment”

Buffet Lunch / Visit the Exhibitor Floor

12:00-1:30 pm
1:30 – 2:45 pm

Douglas P. Allen, CRM,
CDIA+ - “Mapping Your
Course to RIM Leadership:
RIM Competencies”

Room 105

DeBe Wantzloeben, CRM –
“Enterprise Email
Management: Getting Across
the Finish Line”

Mimi Dionne, CRM, CDIA+,
CA, PMP – “Herding the
Teknomads: Preparing for
Those Records Discussions””

Steve Brack – “Safeguarding
Company Crown Jewels: Best
Practice Security for
Information Protection”

T06

T09

T12

Room 103

Room 104

Reception

Room A

Susan Cisco, Ph.D,
CRM, FAI
“The Future of RIM: An
Interactive Panel
Discussion ”

T15

Room 101

Jim Dixon / Miguel
Carrillo - INI, Inc – "Your
InSight to Information
Management
Excellence."

T18

Room 102

2009 ARMA Houston Conference
April 28-29, 2009

Wednesday
April 29, 2009

RIM Fundamentals

RIM Technology

Management Development

Compliance & Standards

Ask The Expert

Vendors

Learn how your
organization’s intellectual
assets can be optimized!

Learn about the technologies,
standards, and trends that
are most likely to rock your
RIM world!

Learn how to energize your
business activities through
excellence in teamwork!

Learn about compliance
issues and recordsmanagement related
standards that organizations
are dealing with!

Learn about specific RIMrelated hot topics and
information in the news
today through these
sessions!

Learn about some of the
most advanced tools
through these detailed
vendor presentations!

Adele Carboni, CRM and
Mimi Dionne, CRM,
CDIA+, CA, PMP –
“Lessons Learned From An
Approach To Successfully
Implementing eRecords –
Part 1”
W17
Room 101

Cynthia Wood / Brad Teed
- The Gimmal Group ―Gimmal’s SharePoint
BluePrint for Enterprise
Records Management”

8:00 – 8:30 am

8:30 – 9:45 am

Arrival / Networking
Janette Goodall, CRM –
“10-Step Program for
Developing a Records
Management Program”

W01

Room 105

Susan d’Herbes –
“Sharepoint Governance”

W05

Room 103

Earl Johnson Jr., CRM –
“Records Management
Advisory Teams: Got One?
Want One? Need One?”

W09

Tina Torres – “Creating
Practical Records Retention
Schedules”

W02

Room 105

Mike Alsup – “Managing
Electronic Document
Lifecycles for the Enterprise
Using Sharepoint”

W06

Room 103

Craig Price – “Getting a Grip
on Negativity”

W10

Susan Cisco, Ph.D., CRM,
FAI – “Records Managers:
The Next Generation”

W03

Room 102

Room 104

Ellie Myler, CRM, CBCP –
“Introduction to Private
Sector Preparedness Act
(PL-110-53)”

W14

Room A

Adele Carboni, CRM and
Mimi Dionne, CRM,
CDIA+, CA, PMP –
“Lessons Learned From An
Approach To Successfully
Implementing eRecords –
Part 2 w/ Q&A”
W18
Room 101

Sharon Tarka Cerkan IBM – ―eDiscovery Trends
and Best Practices:
Proactive, Agile, Defensible”

W22

Room 102

Room 105

Kelly Ferguson –
“Information Governance
Solutions and Best Practices”

W07

Room 103

Judy Vasek Sitton, CRM –
“Preparing A Strategic
Records Management
Roadmap”

W11

Room 104

Charlotte Riser Harris –
“eDiscovery Basics”

W15

Room A

Gordon Workman and
Brian Ruf –
“Integrating Information
Handling and Retention: A
Case Study
W19

Room 101

Frank Besch / Rajesh
Dharamshi – Oracle
Corporation – ―Business
Case for Oracle Universal
Records Management”
W23

Room 102

BREAK
Jordan Linger –
“Records Storage: Concepts,
Methods, Techniques and
Technologies”

W04
4:15 pm

W21

LAST CHANCE TO VISIT THE EXHIBITOR FLOOR

2:45– 3:00 pm

3:00 - 4:15 pm

Room A

ARMA Chapter Announcements – David Hira ―Magical Entertainer and Motivational Speaker‖

11:30– 1:30 pm

1:30 – 2:45 pm

W13

Break / Visit the Exhibitor Floor

9:45-10:15 am

10:15 – 11:30pm

Room 104

Susan Cisco, Ph.D., CRM,
FAI and Sandy Miller, CRM
– “Developing an
Information Security Policy
and Classification Scheme”

Room 105

Maulik Modi – “How To
Select A Records
Management System”

W08

Room 103

Rich Russo – “Managing the
Part-Time RIM Project Team”

Susan Casias – “Document
Destruction Do’s and Don’ts:
How Do You Know What’s
Best for Your Business?”

Beverly McMahan, CRM –
“Where Are We Going
From Here”

W12

W16

W20

Room 104

Close of Conference

Room A

Room 101

Brian Foster, Access
Sciences / Melissa
Henry, KBR
“Records & Information
Management: A Holistic
Approach at KBR”
(Case Study)
W24
Room 102
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President's Message
RIM Profession Awareness
Submitted By: Jim Dixon, Houston Chapter

Most of us are aware that the month of April is designated as Records
and Information Management Month. However, the task of promoting
our profession does not lie in one month’s declaration. While a lot of
attention is made of this celebration at the ARMA Houston Conference
with readings of proclamations from various governmental entities, the
task of promoting awareness about the profession from which most of
us derive our livelihood falls sharply on our shoulders.
(continued on next page)
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ARMA Houston Chapter
It is a permeable part of each of our professional and
hopefully our social and personal endeavors.
Education of how far reaching our profession
extends into the business and professional world
should be a part of our necessary learning curve.
RIM professionals are no longer simply “file and
box clerks, or tech heads;” but are “true
professionals” assigned to the task of managing and
preserving the second most important asset for any
organization. The staff is, of course, the most
valuable asset that a business must safeguard. But
the information that started the business sustains the
business and virtually guarantees the future of the
entity is the asset that we, as RIM Professionals,
have been entrusted to watch over and professionally
manage.
I encourage each of you to take whatever avenue that
is available to you to constantly increase your
education and level of expertise in your particular
section of our profession. Strive to attend the
valuable ARMA Houston Monthly workshops that
are available to each of you at no charge. If
resources so allow, you should try to attend as many
monthly and periodic educational offerings that our
chapter sponsors. Our chapter also provides Industry
Specific Groups that provide a roundtable type of
networking with those involved in the Energy, Legal
and Healthcare sectors. Probably the single most
valuable source of education and networking that
you should add to your quest for professionalism is
the Annual Conferences that your local Chapter and
International organization host.
Finally, I challenge each of you to broaden your
horizons by getting involved in other associations
that promote our profession such as AIIM, NARA,
AITP, and far too many to list. Networking with
other RIM Professionals is vital to your success in
our industry. The challenge to each of us in our
profession is to become pro-active in the
advancement of our cause, rather than be reactive to
the actions of others.
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2008-2009 Board of Directors
ARMA PRIDE!
President
James Dixon

jimdixon@iniinc.com
Phone:(713) 869-8756

Executive VP
Louis Buzby, CRM

louis.buzby@shell.com
Phone:(713) 241-4498

Immediate Past President
Diane Walker, CRM

diane.walker
@Dynegy.com
Phone:(713) 767-0326

Past President
Denise R. Robertson,
CRM

Denise.Robertson311
@comcast.net
Phone:(281) 974-1188

Secretary
Patricia Manning
Treasurer
Linda Trimm
VP Chapter Conference
J. Victor Lamas, Jr.

patti.manning
@bakerhughes.com
Phone:(713) 439-8667
Linda.Trimm@
ironmountain.com
Phone:(713) 610-6836
victor.lamas
@exxonmobil.com
Phone:(281) 654-7665

VP Chapter Meetings
Judy Sitton, CRM

jsitton@Pacotech.com
Phone:(713) 688-0404
beverly_mcmahan
VP Communications
@eogresources.com
Beverly McMahan, CRM
Phone:(713) 651-7010
VP Marketing
George Ramirez

aiotgar@sbcglobal.net
Phone:(713) 775-1160

VP Membership
Stephen DeClue, CRM

sdeclue@hess.com
Phone:(713) 609-5540

Tellers
Brenda Clements

brendaclements@akllp.com
Phone:(713) 220-4297

For a complete list of ARMA Houston Committee
Managers, please visit
http://armahouston.org/Default.aspx?tabid=180
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Member Spotlight
A TRAVELER: FROM MICHIGAN TO HOUSTON
TO ATLANTA AND ALL POINTS IN BETWEEN MEET AMY ELLIS, CRM!
Submitted by: John Peden, Houston Chapter

She moved to Atlanta to attend library school but the
program at Emory University was closed before the
fall term started and all of the scholarship/fellowship
dollars at Clark Atlanta University were allocated to
their students. It was also in Atlanta where Amy
joined ARMA. From 1994 to 2000, she was a
member of the ARMA Atlanta Chapter, where she
served as editor of the Flaming Peach Chapter
Newsletter!
While looking for gainful employment, the U.S.
Government decided to push their RIM efforts and
started recruiting Librarians and people with library
backgrounds to work in Records Management. Amy
says her first job in records was in 1993 with the
Environmental Protection Agency and a nuclear
power facility. In 1995, she went to work at the
Centers for Disease Control as a Program Analyst
and Manager and in 2000 accepted a position with
the Coastal Corporation (now El Paso Corporation).

Amy Ellis has had a very interesting life in records
management that has given her the opportunity to
live and work in some great big cities. “I started my
career after college working in the library at Brown
& Root. I held library positions with Western Atlas
and a small engineering firm in Michigan.”
Amy went to school in Michigan. She attended
Detroit Public Schools and graduated with a BA
degree in History from Hope College, Holland, MI.
Amy says, “In school, I was not much of a “joiner”. I
preferred academic pursuits and participated in
mathematic tournaments, history club and the Close
Up program (which matches young people with
government professionals and allows for a two week
stay in Washington DC visiting sites, speaking with
Senators taking a VIP tour of the White House and
really understanding how things work in
Washington).”

In January 2009, she accepted her current position as
Manager, Records Management for Rosetta
Resources, a small E&P company located in
downtown Houston. At Rosetta, Amy has been
tasked with developing a Records Management
Program from the ground up.
When asked who have been her mentors along the
way, Amy says, “there have been so many, but a few
have provided and continue to provide me with
valuable insight and advice”. Denise Robertson,
CRM has encouraged, challenged and mentored
Amy since they met eight years ago. Amy feels like
she owes most of her success and her recent
accomplishment as a new Certified Manager to
Denise. Others include Diane Walker, CRM, Gayle
Paige, Jim Dixon, Beverly McMahan, CRM, Nancy
Ramirez, CRM, Donna Rose, CRM, Linda Richards,
CRM and Janice Anderson.
Amy says “they have never treated my questions as
silly and are always willing to give me valuable
advice as I take on my new journey of building
Rosetta Resources RIM program.
(continued on next page)
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Never in my life have I had the privilege and good
fortune to know and learn from such an intelligent
and seasoned group of professionals who are always
willing to lend a hand, a listening ear, and offer up
good advice and a practical how-to.”
Amy boasts that her ARMA colleagues provide her
with invaluable assistance and are always quick to
respond to her SOS! Each and everyone have shared
their knowledge, expertise, and insight. They share
lessons learned and are quick to assist with what
they learned from doing the project before you.

Financials
Submitted by: Linda Trimm, Houston Chapter

ARMA - HOUSTON CHAPTER
Balance Sheet
As of April 30, 2009
ASSETS
Current Assets
Bank Accounts
100 CASH-CHECKING

ARMA Houston is truly an “each one teaches one”
institution. Ever since 1987 when Amy joined the
local Houston Chapter of SLA, she realized the
value of professional association membership. She
says, “It is impossible to know before getting
involved with a professional association what your
ROI will be – but it can not be overstated –
professional association memberships pay off in
ways you can not imagine in the near and long
term.”

$17,148.45

101 CASH-MONEY MARKET

$67,242.41

103 INVESTMENT H. D. Vest

$111,238.45

105 Certificate of Deposit

$31,681.91

Total Bank Accounts $227,311.22
Accounts Receivable
1200 A/R Account

$-25.00

Total Accounts Receivable
Other Current Assets
1499 Undeposited Funds

Amy has an excellent suggestion to make our
Chapter even better and see more members take an
active role. She suggests starting a “Mentor the
Member” program where the more involved
members work with someone who rarely comes to
meetings or volunteers and encourages them to get
involved with the chapter. What a great idea, Amy!
Thanks for sharing it with us!
Amy also likes to stay very active away from work.
She is an avid reader and lately has found the joy
and benefit of exercise, especially walking. She has
the good fortune of living near Terry Hershey Park
which consists of over 13 miles of walking and bike
trails in West Houston. With her schedule and the
Houston weather, it allows her to take full advantage
of the facilities there. Since Amy is not married, she
has plenty of free time away from the job. So as she
says, “I am single - no kids, pets or plants. I am a
Party of One!” Congratulations Amy on your recent
accomplishment as a Certified Records Manager!

$-25.00

$0.00

Total Other Current Assets

$0.00

Total Current Assets $227,286.22
TOTAL ASSETS $227,286.22
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
2000 A/P Account

$0.00

Total Accounts Payable

$0.00

Other Current Liabilities
2200 Pre-payments

$0.00

Total Other Current Liabilities

$0.00

Total Current Liabilities

$0.00

Total Liabilities

$0.00

Equity
2999 Opening Bal Equity

$88,284.41

3900 Retained Earnings

$123,376.59

Net Income

$15,625.22

Total Equity $227,286.22
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY $227,286.22
Page 4
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Leadership News
Why We Need Teams
Submitted by: Louis Buzby, CRM, Houston Chapter

“A team is a small group organized to work
together to accomplish a set of objectives that
cannot be achieved effectively by individuals”.
What is a team?

When people work together towards a common
goal they can accomplish more than if working
individually, independent of each other. Differently
motivated individuals can, within the framework of a
team, pursue and achieve a common unifying goal or
objective. Work is done interdependently and team
members hold themselves accountable for
accomplishing the agreed objectives.
The objectives of the ARMA Houston Chapter are
stated in its Bylaws:






To promote and advance the improvement of
records and information administration and
management and related fields through study,
education, and research
To advance professional knowledge and
techniques by sharing and exchanging
experiences and information related to the
field of records and information administration
and management
To develop and advance standards of
professional competence in the field of records
and information administration and
management.

It is necessary to form Committees, smaller teams,
with a designated Committee Manager selected by
the Vice President in charge of a set of objectives.
Each Manager selects volunteers from the
membership to work on their Committee. These
teams work hard to organize and support the
activities that help ARMA Houston accomplish its
objectives from year to year.
What makes a great team?
Not all teams are created equal; some are more
effective than others. It takes all team members
contributing their time and energy and participating
in team discussions and decisions to make progress.
When team members trust that each member works
to add value it ensures that every body contributes
and is appreciated for their contribution. What also
sets a great team apart from mediocre teams is
effective communication among its members.
Communication facilitates the sharing of ideas,
provides constructive feedback and refocusing and
keeps team members informed and coordinated.
Why are teams important?
An effective team is more than the sum of its parts.
Gordon Bethune former CEO of Continental Airlines
used a watch to illustrate the importance of teams. In
an employee meeting one employee asked why
reservation agents should receive the bonus for on
time performance, since they did not affect the
airlines on-time record. Gordon a watch collector
knew that every part of a watch has a job and fits
together perfectly to maintain the correct time. The
hour hand, mainspring and even the tiniest screw
where needed. So Bethune held up his watch and
asked the employee which part of the watch was not
needed. The employee sat down unable to answer.

ARMA Houston is made up of many teams in the
form of Committees, Sub-committees and its Board
of Directors. Each Board member is elected by the
membership to serve as an Officer with a set of tasks
to accomplish as outlined by their duties and
responsibilities. Those elected to Vice President
roles cannot accomplish the assigned tasks on their
own if ARMA Houston is to succeed.
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Why are people important?
You may have heard business leaders say, “People
are our most important asset” but not all
organizations operate in a way that demonstrates
belief in this statement. The best modern leaders,
however, place a high value on people. If the
members of the team don’t feel valued as
individuals, or if they see the team leader reaping all
the glory while they do all the work, they are not
being treated as a valued asset. Peter Senge, an
American scientist, director of the Center for
Organizational Learning at the MIT Sloan School of
Management and author of The Fifth Discipline,
describes how important people are to teams: “…the
active force is people. And people have their own
will, their own mind, and their own way of thinking.
If the employees [team members] themselves are not
sufficiently motivated to challenge the goals of
growth and technical development… there simply
will be no growth, no gain in productivity, and no
technical development.” People are important to
teams and to the effectiveness of the organizations
they support. .
Why volunteer?
ARMA is a volunteer organization. According to Dr.
John Maxwell, successful pastor, author and
motivational speaker, leading a group of volunteers
is the most challenging of leadership situations. You
don’t pay them, they don’t have to work for you and
you don’t have enforcement authority. While you
may not provide these attributes in a traditional
fashion, you can incorporate them as you create and
communicate a vision. ARMA Houston’s members
are valued assets to the organization, which has been
structured to promote a vision of PRIDE,
Professionalism, Responsibility, Integrity,
Determination and Excellence. Volunteering fulfills
a basic human need to give back, to contribute to a
community or common worthy goal.
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Starting in July, a new slate of Officers will have
been elected, Committee Managers will need to be
selected and members will be needed to volunteer
for teams and to work on committees. Volunteer to
be a Committee member and be part of a team
environment that helps ARMA Houston continue to
meet its objectives to advance records and
information administration and management. Why
not volunteer to make a difference for ARMA
Houston and for yourself?

Lucky Number Search

Each issue of the ARMAdilla features an
ARMA Houston member's number.
All you need to do is read through the issue and
find your member number to become
a lucky winner!
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Winners should contact
Nancy Ramirez @
nancy.ramirez@exxonmobil.com
to claim their prize.
Good luck!
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RIM Corner
Code Blue – Is Your RIM Program Ready?
Submitted by: Diane Walker, CRM, Houston Chapter

The first Annual ARMA International
Cobalt Award was presented at the Las
Vegas Conference in October 2008 and
our fervent congratulations go to New
York Life!
I was honored to be requested by
ARMA International to serve on the
inaugural judging committee and was
in awe with the fellow judges who
shared the responsibility of selecting
the 2008 winner which included: Julie
Gable, Bill Millican, Jeffery Ritter and
Chris Plagnol. Melissa Ebert was an outstanding
facilitator who supported a passionate group of
judges!
The ARMA International Cobalt Award represents
organizational excellence in managing records and
information across the enterprise. Applicants are
reviewed and scored for the following categories:
Organizational Impact, Training and Development,
Program Management, Risk Management and
Compliance and Technology.
The purpose of the award is not only to recognize
excellence, but highlights the important roles that
records and information management plays in good
governance, organizational competitiveness,
compliance, litigation readiness and positive
collaboration within the organization.
Integrated records and information management is
indeed the key to success. It is independent of the
media with business processes and procedures which
encompass a holistic solution and approach to
manage records and information management across
the enterprise.

So where is your Program in the RIM maturity
model for enterprise-wide management of records
and information management?
Ad Hoc – Fragmented, disorganized, chaotic, with a
reactive process.
Repeatable – Basic RIM processes established,
defined and documented with frequent reactive
processes.
Remember – ALWAYS… Be Prepared To Be
Successful!– Consistency with standardization in
records and information management at an
enterprise-wide level proactive, predictable RIM
processes.
Managed – Focused on data collection and analysis
to monitor and control RIM processes which include
an enterprise-wide content management (ECM)
system.
Optimized – Continuous improvement of the RIM
Program and ECM processes via innovation and
feedback from related organizational functions
through people, processes and technology.
How does your RIM Program measure to the
industry best practices? Take a sample test…
Importance and Awareness of RIM Throughout
the Enterprise












Do You Have a Senior Management
Champion?
Do You Have an Enterprise-Wide Strategic
Plan?
Do You Have a RIM Steering Committee?
Do You Have a Working Group?
Do You Have Adequate Financial Support?
Do You Demonstrate RIM Compliance – RIM
Awareness?
Do You Proactively Manage Your Records?
Do You Recognize Excellence in RIM
Compliance?
(continued on next page )
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Enterprise-Wide Training Initiatives on RIM







What is Your Training Content (How is it
Measured and Evaluated?)
How Often Do You Train?
Do You Highlight RIM Compliance
Importance and Ramifications?
How Do You Monitor Adoption and
Adherence of RIM Policy?





Tools and Technology


RIM Program Policy














Do You Have a BOD Approved Policy
Statement That Requires ALL Employees
Create and Maintain Records In Accordance
With Company Policy?
Are the RIM Policies Audited and Updated on
an Annual Basis?
Is Your RIM Program Tied to the Strategic
Plan?
Do You Have Metrics and Measurements in
Place?
Who is Ultimately Responsible for Your RIM
Program?
How Do you Ensure Employees are in
Compliance with Your RIM Program?
What is the Penalty for Non-Compliance?

Identify Risks and Overall Compliance
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Are the Policies regularly reviewed and
revised to reflect changing business policies,
technology, legal and RIM Requirements? If
So, How Often?
Are the Individuals in Your Organization
Responsible for Remaining Current with
Changing Regulations and Other Compliance
Requirements? If So, Who?
Does Your Organization have a Formal
Compliance Program?
What is the Components of Your RIM
Compliance Program?
How Often Do You Audit Your RIM
Program?
Has a Formal Design of the Organization’s
RIM Program been Completed that Takes into
Account the Strategies, Tactics, Requirements
and Documented Deficiencies?

Does Your Organization Have a Formal Plan
for Litigation Readiness Including Litigation
Hold Policy, Checklists to Ensure Consistent
handling of Data, Documents, etc.?
How Do You Maintain the Integrity of The
Data?

Does Technology Decisions Include Attention
to Retention, Preservation and Continuing
Access to Records as Prescribed? Are RIM
Stakeholders Included in the IT Strategic
Planning Process?
Does Your RIM Staff and IT Work Closely to
Ensure RIM is Managed Properly?
Are Your Record Systems and Their
Relationship to Other Systems of Record
Periodically Evaluated?
Does your Information Management Training
Program Include Instant Messaging, E-Mail,
Voice Mail, Removable Storage Devices and
Wireless Handheld Devices?
Does Your Organization have Procedures in
Place to Preserve Legacy Data?
Has Your Organization Documented the
Locations of Data Sources and Retention
Practices?
Does Your Organization’s Enterprise-Wide
Information Management Training Program
Include the Proper Handling and Destruction
of Personally Identifiable Information and
Other Sensitive Data? If so, is it Required?

Whew - How did you score? If you are interested in
benchmarking your RIM Program and presenting the
RIM maturity model to your executive management
team – I will close with a monster takeaway. Go to
the www.arma.org book store and purchase the Risk
Profiler Self-Assessment for RIM (item number
V4761) to begin or continue your journey towards
implementing or enhancing an Excellent RIM
Program.
Remember – ALWAYS… Be Prepared To Be
Successful!
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ASK THE CRM
About Basic ICRM
Submitted by: W. Allan Heath, Jr., CRM,
Houston Chapter

Please join me in congratulating the newest Texas
CRM's according to the Spring 2009
PROFESSIONS NOTES. They are:
Lucinda K. Cummings, CRM of Montgomery
Sharon A. Pulsifer, CRM of Amarillo
They achieved the CRM designation by passing Part
VI of the exam in August of 2008.
Some additional information that I found in
PROFESSION NOTES that should be of interest to
you is that the ICRM is planning to seek ISO
Certification for the Certified Records Management
designation. ISO 17024 is the standard that evaluates
the processes used by organizations to conduct their
certification activities. This certification will provide
for a stronger and internationally recognized CRM
designation.
And, for those of you who currently hold the CRM
designation, here are the websites of two groups that
you might be interested in joining. They are ICRM
LinkedIn at http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/43121.
The other group is the ICRM-L Yahoo group at
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/ICRM-L/.
I received three questions concerning records
retention schedules this month so they are listed
below with my answers/recommendations.
How often should the retention schedule be
refreshed or reviewed for revisions?
I am aware of recommendations and/or of companies
that suggest twelve months, eighteen months and
twenty-four months. My recommendation is eighteen
months.
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Should I have separate schedules for paper and
electronic records?
If you know me, you should know what my answer
would be. Keep it simple! One schedule for records,
regardless of the media that is used for retention.
If I work for a Global company, should we have
separate schedules for each country?
Again, I would recommend one schedule. The more
schedules you have, the more confusing it gets, thus
increasing the chance that customers will not use it.
You should have a main schedule from the corporate
office of your company. The retention times should
be similar in various countries. For the ones that are
not, you can make separate entries on your main
schedule.
As usual, the above are MY answers, not THE
answers. I would love to discuss these matters with
you further.
Last, but not least, you are probably thinking that
you have finally made it through one of my ASK
THE CRM articles without me reminding you about
the upcoming ICRM exams. So much for that!
Summer 2009
Parts 1-5, August 3-7, 2009
Part 6, August 6, 2009
Registration Open: May 20, 2009 - July 30, 2009
Fall 2009
Parts 1-5, November 2 - 6, 2009
Part 6, November 5, 2009
Registration Open: Aug 19, 2009 - Oct 29, 2009
If you need assistance applying or preparing for the
ICRM Exams, don’t hesitate to contact me. If I can’t
help you, I will find someone that can.
And, please provide me some additional Records and
Information Management questions. You can send
them to me via email, telephone, fax, text message,
etc. or just provide them to me at a Records and
Information Management event.
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I’d say it was a pretty good bang for our $25
educational bucks – and this in an era where “face”
time is becoming a rare commodity.

Chapter Highlights
Chapter Meetings: The Excitement Continues
Submitted by: Judy Vasek Sitton, CRM, Houston Chapter

Did you miss the March
meeting? Over 100 of your
colleagues turned out to
network and hear privacy
attorney Greg Pemberton
from Iron Mountain stun
us with the information
that anyone who does not
receive immediate
payment for a product or
service is considered a
creditor and responsive to the FTC Red Flag Rules.
A spirited interaction with the audience followed.

Also taking place at the March meeting was a wellattended Active Filing workshop conducted by Dr.
Ann Bennick, CRM, and author of the ARMA
International publication Active Filing for Business
Records.

Intrigued? Join us in May for the next installment:
Chapter Awards and Professional Development.
First, we will take time to honor those members who
have labored diligently on our behalf to foster
Professionalism, Responsibility, Integrity,
Determination, and Excellence in the Chapter and
the profession. Then, Danna Walton, Director of
the Corporate Compliance Center at South Texas
College of Law will share insights into Corporate
Conflicts of Interests. Our workshop will be Records
Appraisal, Retention, Protection and Disposition
presented by Sarah Jackson, CA, of Harris
County Archives. Sarah will delve into these
principles as they are utilized in Archival
management.
Sandy Miller, CRM, McDermott, International,
Inc., will present the June workshop, Records
Systems, Storage and Retrieval Part 2: Inactive
Records. The Installation of Officers and
presentation by ARMA International President
John Frost, CRM, will follow the workshop. The
June meeting will also feature our second ‘Dilla
Dollars Auction!
You won’t want to miss the kick off of the new
ARMA Year in July. Just in time to include insights
from the budget stimulus impact on healthcare,
David M. Partsch, Program Director Enterprise
Imaging & Content Management, Information
Technology Dept., Geisinger Health System joins
us from Pennsylvania to present a Case Study in
Legacy Systems. Continuing the CRM
Competencies Series, the July workshop presented
by Carolyn Gilley, Devon Energy addresses
Records Creation and Use.

Aside from the educational offerings, there was good
food, a fun silent auction to benefit the Alice L
Haltom Educational Fund, an opportunity to Donate
to Your Fellow Man Campaign, and a renewed sense
of PRIDE in the chapter and profession.
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History Comes Alive Through Records
Submitted by: Yul Hollingsworth, Houston Chapter

I am involved with a rewarding records
management volunteer assignment working with the
Harris County Archives under the direction of
county archivist Sarah Canby Jackson, CA, and her
assistant archivist, Annie Golden. These projects
have utilized my records management background
and experience and have given me an opportunity to
learn some new techniques. In this article, I’d like to
share my experiences and make you aware of other
volunteer opportunities there. Any amount of time
you can devote to these historical records will be
worthwhile and I have been told that even a small
time commitment can make a big difference to the
Archives.
Starting January 5, 2009, a PacoTech, Inc. team of
three full-time employees joined two other
volunteers working at the Harris County Archives in
providing assistance for some of their ongoing
projects. Our initial project was to work with the
Block Books microfilm. Block Books trace the
ownership of the land and improvements so that the
counties can levy taxes. The books are beneficial to
researchers because, by utilizing these books, they
do not have to research the actual deed records.
Properties can be traced without knowing the owner.
This process started in 1915 and the system is still
used today to identify land. Our group verified the
inventory, corrected the database, and rehoused
2,070 rolls of Block Book microfilm.
The next project involved over 80,000 autopsies
from the years 1957 to 1979. Our project goal was to
review and eliminate duplicate documentation and
transfer the collection into new acid-free alkalinebuffered boxes before sending them to off-site
storage. Over 150 cubic feet of records were
eliminated during this process.
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During the processing of the autopsies, mold was
discovered in six boxes, requiring remediation. This
provided a new learning opportunity for the
volunteers and with the special equipment and tools
provided by Sarah’s group, along with their
expertise, we were able to remove mold from or
reformat 1,200 damaged documents.
We have also processed JP (Justice of the Peace)
Inquest Records for years ranging from 1937 to
1956. Over 19 cubic feet were processed, refolded
and re-boxed. We assisted scanning Harris County
Drainage District Improvement Bond Certification
files and have just begun working with the J P Case
Files starting with year 1894. Theses files are
currently not accessible, but once the files are
indexed and inventoried and the project is complete,
the County will have access to these records for the
first time.
The Harris County Archives has many more
outstanding volunteer opportunities and the time you
spend here can have a significant impact. Some of
the opportunities available RIGHT NOW include:
1. Indexing of Tax Microfilm, important for the
information they reveal about property and
people who live or lived there,
2. JP Docket Book Indexing into an Access
database to aid in retrieval,
3. Old Assessor Abstracts indexing,
4. Juvenile Case Microfilm re-indexing,
5. Processing J P Case Files (Civil) ranging in
date from the 1890s to the 1940s.
The history of the county and its citizens come alive
in the records here. Since I’m originally from
another area of the country, volunteering here has
given me a greater understanding and appreciation of
my adopted hometown and its rich and colorful past.
I hope you’ll consider donating your time and
expertise to these worthy projects.
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New ARMA Houston Website
Submitted by: Beverly McMahan, CRM, Houston Chapter

As ARMA Houston celebrates its’ 50th
Anniversary in 2009, and celebrates its history of
helping its members keep up with best practices and
newest technologies, it is also moving ahead in the
way it reaches out to its members.
The friendliness and ease of use in Web 2.0
technology is being adapted to the Chapter website.
Be sure to go to www.armahouston.org and see the
new face of ARMA Houston!

A year after the donation someone tried to reference
the materials and nothing could be found; so much
for that. In all honesty, most of the materials were
dated from the 1960s to the 70s so it may not have
been information that we would have been interested
in referencing these days anyway!
With that bit of history being said, we have again
started a new collection of specialized Records
Management related materials called again the
“ARMA Houston Chapter Library”. Lee
Pendergraft, CRM, is maintaining the collection. To
gain access to the list of resources that we have
already added to this collection, go to
www.armahouston.org and click on the Professional
Development tab. You just may find a resource that
you need in achieve a task, start a project, research
an answer, resolve an issue, etc.
If you like to borrow one of the publications, simply
contact Lee at LOP8083@yahoo.com and make
arrangements to have it loaned out to you. There are
also links to electronic versions of publications so
immediate access to these resources is available as
well.

NEW - ARMA Houston Chapter Library!
Submitted by: Mica Hanchey and Lee Pendergraft, CRM, Houston
Chapter

A collection of specialized published materials for
a specific subject makes research easier. In the early
days ARMA Houston had a collection and called it
the “ARMA Houston Chapter Library”. At some
point during the 1980’s, it was donated to the
University of Houston. The only reference materials
that were saved from that collection were the bound
copies of the “ARMAdilla Newsletters” through
1985.
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A BIG “thank you” to Denise Robertson, CRM and
Beverly McMahan, CRM for their donations of
reference materials to the library! If you would like
to donate some resources or have suggestions on
how to acquire some for our library, please contact
Lee and provide him with the details.
Lee is also the Chapter’s ICRM Representative and
is undertaking referencing the CRM Exam part to the
listing. He is working with individuals in the process
of taking the exam so it is a perfect match.
By the way, we are missing the bound ARMAdilla
Newsletters, Volume 1980-1985. If you happen to
have it in your possession, please contact Mica
Hanchey or Lee Pendergraft to make arrangements
to return it.
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ARMA Membership – Bridge to Better Days
Submitted By: Steve DeClue, CRM, Houston Chapter

In difficult economic times, Records Managers have
a choice as to how they respond to the effects of the
global financial contraction. Records Managers can
choose to retrench hide their heads in the sand and
hold on to their jobs for dear life. Or…they can start
looking ahead to the inevitable recovery and
expansion by proactive planning and prudent
evaluation of the business and technological changes
that lie on the near horizon.
As with most things in life, it is a person’s attitude
that is the best predictor of how they will come
through economically stressful times. The Records
Manager who is aware of the incredible changes
evolving in the RIM world should see only a world
of amazing opportunities for themselves and their
fellow information workers. But where can a
Records Manager go for that positive reinforcement
that may be needed to get them over the hump? The
answer is quite simple….right here…at the local
ARMA Chapter level! There are at least six primary
benefits to ARMA membership for the Records
Manager who has been buffeted by the winds of the
economic storm:
Social benefits – There are others going through the
same difficulties that you are, whether it be job loss,
budget cutbacks, project cancellations or reductions
in force. These job stressors can be alleviated to
some degree by the ability to share the problems
with others and to be able to counsel others who may
be experiencing an even more trying time in their
life.
Networking – ARMA members are typically
enthusiastic about sharing job knowledge or
awareness of business opportunities. When there is a
fine line between business failure and success, your
fellow ARMA members may be the straw that
breaks the camels back of the recession.
Outreach – When times are tough, many people, but
especially Records Managers, find it within
themselves to do their best to help others much less
fortunate than themselves.
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There are many notable and deserving groups that
benefit from the volunteers or funding from ARMA
Chapters.
Education – It is extremely important that Records
Managers keep up with the very latest trends in the
RIM industry so that when the economic climate
improves; the Records Manager will be prepared
with the skill sets necessary to provide the business
process or technological solution to problems that
employers are trying to solve. ARMA is all about
education, and thankfully ARMA has so many
accomplished educators willing to share their stateof-the-industry experience.
Opportunities for certification - Having the CRM
credential continues to grow in value in both private
industry and in government RIM circles. Following
the well-worn path of other CRM’s in your local
chapter is an incredible benefit to ARMA
membership. Plan to come through the tough times
with the CRM designation after your name!
Organizational management experience - Having
the ability and the desire to volunteer within your
local chapter will eventually lead to greater
responsibilities within the chapter and eventual
qualification for the Board of Directors of your
chapter. This experience serves a Records Manager
very well both within the organization and in the
workplace. All of the skills for management,
negotiation, decision making and evaluation are
exercised within the BOD environment, and your
local board will find a way for you to serve, either on
a special project or on a committee.
When a Records Manager is forced to make tough
economic choices about their business or personal
finances, it is sometimes worth taking a moment to
evaluate the true value of ARMA membership. In
the end, the successful Records Manager will be the
one who is forward thinking, always learning and
looking for opportunities for success. So, if you are
not an ARMA member, become one! If you are an
ARMA member, get more involved! Your local
ARMA chapter is an investment that should not be
overlooked as a bridge to the technologies and
growing business opportunities that will soon be
appearing on the horizon!
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Other interesting facts going back to 1967…
ARMA Houston Chapter: 50 years
“Then and Now”



Submitted by: Mica Hanchey, Houston Chapter

In researching past articles that
would illustrate the “Then and
Now” progress of ARMA
Houston, I found that most of the
articles in the ARMAdilla are still
relevant today. That is a testament
to the people actively involved in ARMA Houston,
and to the constantly evolving yet consistent
challenges in the Records and Information
Management field.
The American Records Management Association,
Houston Chapter started with 61 members. In 1967,
the total funds available were $2,002. Today, we
have over 425 members and rank as the largest
ARMA Chapter in the world. And, we have over
$200,000 in available funds.
Some things don’t change…the ARMA Houston has
had the same mailing address since its inception; P.
O. Box 1794, Houston, Texas 77001. So, anyone
who was involved back in the early years of ARMA
Houston could still stay in touch!





In 1969…..







Take some time to review the following highlights of
our first few years as a Records Management
Association in Houston…we think you will find
some very interesting reading!
THEN
Back in 1967, the editors for the first ARMAdilla
were Bernice Boysen and S.S. Vacek, both with
Humble Oil & Refining Co. The current editor is
Nancy Ramirez at ExxonMobil. With Nancy’s
involvement, ExxonMobil has been an active
contributor, under one name or another, for 42 years.
That level of commitment speaks to the level of
loyalty ARMA Houston and its members have to one
another.
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ARMA National held their 12th conference
with approximately 300 registrants; an
increase of over 100 members from the
previous year.
Alice L. Haltom with Tenneco Inc. was the
Region 3 Manager of the Year.
Bill Southard from Houston was the National
ARMA President.

Giesela Robinson was President of the
Houston Chapter. Giesela, who worked at
Union Texas Petroleum, was my mentor. She
became involved in RMA (Records
Management Association of Houston), the
precursor to ARMA, in 1961 and was a
valuable member her entire working career.
Through her influence, and my job at Union
Texas Petroleum as a Vocational student, I
became involved in ARMA.
The Professional Improvement Committee
published a “Records Personnel Questionnaire
Report” that listed job titles and
responsibilities.
The ARMA Houston Workshops began
The ARMAdilla Newsletter began a new
column called “Operation Help”. It was
designed to bring together those individuals
working on similar projects. Today that
association is known as the Special Interest
Groups (SIG’s).

In 1970…


Hurricane Celia came through Corpus Christi
and they lost power, experienced water
damage, and subsequently, the devastating
effects of mold. This brought vital records
storage needs to the forefront, as many
companies did not have their vital records
stored in another, more secure location.
Methods of storing records included opened
shelf filing units, cabinets, cartons, and tab
cards on punched tape. None of these solutions
could protect valuable records from water.
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Following that disaster, ARMA Houston
offered the professional community their
experience, and have been key in developing
new protocols and guidelines for the storage of
vital records, and the recovery of records lost
due to water damage.
The first “Seminar” was held in September
1970 and a two-day “Workshop” the following
year. It was the precursor to our Annual
conference.
The ARMAdilla was mailed. Though we now
send electronic issues and link it to the Web,
some of us still print it and have them bound.

In 1972…








A big project was initiated to select varied data
relative to general office work for the purpose
of donating it to the City of Houston Library.
It was microfilmed and indexed by a
computer.
Articles in Sound Off consisted of “Shelf
Filing vs. File Cabinets”, “Key Word in
Context (KWIC)”, “Cross References in an
Index”, “Pitfalls of Records Management”,
“What is ARMA?”, and much more.
Films from vendors were recommended for
viewing at the chapter meetings. Today we
create the films for inclusion on the ARMA
International website.
There was an influx of members from the
American Management Society (AMS), Data
Processing Management Association (DPMA),
and from the National Micrographics
Association (NMA).

In 1973…


NOW
For those of us who have been around awhile,
looking back at those times can make us feel a sense
of nostalgia. Is that nostalgia misplaced in the age of
the internet? Was it better to do hard research at the
ARMA library, as opposed to the quick and accurate
research now possible through Google? Was the use
of Soundex (a large alphabetic filing system which
used the first three letters of the surname), better
than the labels we now print with the stroke of a
key? Is scanning easier than Microfilming?
The answers to all of those questions are debatable.
What is not debatable, however, is the recognition
Records Managers are now receiving as
knowledgeable and valuable resources. To put it in
perspective, a starting annual salary for a records
administrator in Chicago, Illinois was $8,500-9,500
in the 1960’s. I think we would all agree that those
salaries are better left in the past!
However, THEN….as well as NOW, we must still
work together as an Association towards the
following:




There were joint luncheon meetings held with
SAA-ARMA-AREA. The purpose was to
cooperate with each other in activities,
legislation and trends in Records Management
and Archives.

Well, those were just the first few years of our strong
presence as a Records Management Association in
Houston. Read on to see how the years grew us into
the dynamic Chapter that we are today!
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From the 1960’s through the 1980’s, the ARMA
Houston Library was the only way to conduct
specialized Records Management research in
Houston. The Library listing was published by
Marsha Hawkins, Tenneco, and consisted of the
most up to date information available at that time.



To promote and advance the improvement of
records and information administration and
management and related fields through study,
education, and research.
To advance professional knowledge and
techniques by sharing and exchanging
experiences and information related to the
field of records and information administration
and management.
To develop and advance standards of
professional competence in the field of records
and information administration and
management.
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ARMA Houston Chapter

Denise Robertson, CRM
Donna Rose, CRM
Patricia Rose
Pam Sankey
Bill Sexton
Judy Sitton, CRM
Bonnie Smith
Linda Trimm
Barrett Walker
Jennifer Walker-Ostertag

KUDOS BOARD

Individual Member Recognitions
Amy Ellis
Chris Breaz
Shylan Cadmus
Skip Cain
Susan Casias
Brenda Clements
David Culbertson
Mimi Dionne, CRM
Jim Dixon
Jean Goodman
Mica Hanchey
Allen Heath, CRM
Tad Howington, CRM
Earl Johnson, Jr., CRM
J. Victor Lamas
Frank Lerma
Michelle Lopez
Teresa Matlock
Beverly McMahan, CRM
Sandy Miller, CRM
Everis Mollon
Gayle Page
John Peden
Lee Pendergraft, CRM
George Ramirez
Nancy Ramirez, CRM
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Company Recognitions
Access Sciences Corporation
Cintas Shredding
Compu-DATA
Digital Legal Services, LLC
EMC
Fugro Data Solutions, Inc
Global DCC, Inc
Greenstar Security Destruction
Huron
Hyland Software
IBM/FileNet
IHS
IKAN INI, Inc Iron Mountain iSAFE Solutions
Munters Corporation
Nextpage
OmniRIM Solutions, Inc
Oracle Corporation
PacoTech, Inc
Pioneer Records & Information Management
Precision Products, Inc
Recall
Redweld
Safesite, Inc
The Gimmal Group
The Winward Group
Vanish Destruction
If you would like to recognize a member, company,
or vendor name in this column, please contact Nancy
Ramirez at nancy.ramirez@exxonmobil.com.
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ARMA HOUSTON CHAPTER
NEW / RETURNING FORMER /
MULTIPLE CHAPTER MEMBERS
FEBRUARY 7 – APRIL 15, 2009

Melanie Levingston
Spectra Energy
New member
Tiffany Liu
City of Houston PW&E
New member

William Anderson
Access Sciences
Returning former member

Milton Lonnee III
Lonestar Technical Services
New member

Victoria Battistini
Lone Start Technical Services
New member
Deanna Brouillette
Chesapeake Energy Corporation
Returning former member/multiple chapter member

Terry Mergele
Terry Mergele CRM Consultant
Returning former member/multiple chapter member
Stephanie Owens
Devon Energy
Returning former member

Amy Ellis
Rosetta Resources
Returning former member

Christina Patton
CB&I
Returning former member

Brian Foster
Access Sciences
Returning former member

Jacqueline Safran
Encase
New member

Bonnie Hackman
Aker Maritime
Was International Only member

Karen Stanley
Access Sciences
Returning former member

J. Shannon Harper
Enterprise Wide Technical Services
New member
Marsha Hawkins
Hawkins Management Services
Returning former member/multiple chapter member

Melody Sullivan
Access Sciences
New member
Binh Tran
Amegy Bank
Returning former member

David Heup
Document Management Consultant
New member
Caroline Higgins
Episcopal Archives
Returning former member/multiple chapter member

Tad Howington
Emily Irby
CenterPoint Energy Access Sciences
New member
Returning former member
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Brad Lankford
Access Sciences
Was International Only member

Jessie Wilkins
Access Sciences
Returning former member/multiple chapter member
AnneMarie Winston
Pioneer Natural Resources
Returning former member/multiple chapter member
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Community Service Projects
HIGHLIGHTING FOR LITERACY CAMPAIGN
Submitted by: Denise Robertson, CRM

MAKING A DIFFERENCE!

The children of Robert Louis Stevenson
Elementary School need your help!
The ARMA Houston Chapter has a history of
working with the Robert Louis Stevenson
Elementary School and this year is no exception.
This school has always been close to the heart of
member Linda Mercer as evidenced by her tireless
personal efforts to not only help the school, but to
keep it open.
In November, Linda became too ill to continue her
work with Stevenson for now, but the Chapter’s
support of the school has continued. I have been
going to Stevenson every Tuesday morning to tutor a
few second graders in reading. My volunteer efforts
have been both rewarding and eye opening.
Seeing the children make progress in learning how to
read and their initial shyness giving way to affection
and enthusiasm is heartwarming. The gratitude of the
teacher and school that I am willing to spend time
helping some of their children get a good start in
academics is much appreciated.
The children are all sweet and enthusiastic, but some
need extra help in learning the basics.
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Their home lives don’t always offer the support that
most of us assume as a given with some parents’
work hours keeping them from being able to support
their children’s homework and home study. Others,
because of their under education, do not feel
confident to help their children. Though we cannot
directly intervene in their home life, we can help
them during the school day. All students need to be
good readers as it is the foundation of all learning.
Raising literacy raises achievement. This past year
was the first year they were able to take advantage of
a fully funded software program called Accelerated
Reading. ARMA Houston provided the funds for this
program that allows the students to take online
comprehension quizzes on books they read. The
students that used this program scored higher overall
on the Stanford Achievement Test than the students
that didn’t participate. WE made a difference in
these students’ lives this year! However, use of this
software is an annual expense so if it is to be
continued, the money must be found somewhere.
The school continues to express a need to purchase
more library books and the Accelerated Reading
software. Over the past several years, ARMA
donations have helped to provide a wealth of books
and software for all Stevenson children. HISD
provides a budget allocation for library books, but it
is never enough, especially for schools whose parent
base is that of English Language Learners. For the
2007-08 school year, Stevenson Elementary was
rated “Recognized” by TEA and is diligently
working toward the “Exemplary” rating for 2009.
We need to keep this progress going!
ARMA Houston is soliciting donations and/or
sponsors to purchase books and renew the Advanced
Reading software program. Donations will be
collected until June 1. If you would like to donate or
would like more information about volunteering at
the school, please contact Nancy Ramirez, CRM at
281-654-7188, Denise Robertson, CRM at 281-9741188 or Gayle Page at 713-688-0404.
Raising literacy raises achievement!
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"Neighbors Helping Neighbors"
Food Drive

Canned Vegetables
Spaghetti Sauce
Canned Soup

Submitted by: H. A. (Nancy) Ramirez, CRM, Houston Chapter

The “Neighbors Helping Neighbors” Food Drive is
now underway and anyone interested in donating to
this food drive benefiting the Northwest Area
Ministries (NAM) may bring their donations to the
May luncheon meeting.
Northwest Area Ministries is a non-profit
organization that offers a variety of social services
including food, prescriptions, gasoline vouchers,
financial help with rent and utilities, school supplies
and clothing, and holiday food and toys to our
neighbors in need.
However, they have an ongoing need for nonperishable food items and this summer they
anticipate many of our Houston community
neighbors to reach out to them for assistance. Our
ARMA Houston Chapter plans to assist them with
these demands and help our neighbors in need.
A list of the items needed is posted on the ARMA
Houston website at www.armahouston.org.
However, all non-perishable food items will be
accepted and following is a list of some of the items
that they have an ongoing need for:
Peanut Butter/Jelly
Dry Cereal
Dry Soup
Canned Fruit
Tuna
Macaroni & Cheese
Canned Pasta
Canned Meat
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Please give generously! For more information about
this initiative, please contact Nancy Ramirez at
nancy.ramirez@exxonmobil.com or visit the
Northwest Area Ministries website at
http://www.namonline.org/site/
c.ktJYJ7MNIuE/b.2034941/k.2FAD/
Northwest_Assistance_Ministries.htm and learn
more about what they do for the Houston
community!
"Then and Now"

continued from Page 15
In researching ARMA Houston’s history for this
article, I found that the core concepts are the same.
The work involved and the journey to reach our
goals may have changed, but the concepts remain the
same. A somewhat distressing trend though is that
the ARMA members that were our main contributors
twenty years ago are STILL our main contributors
today! Therefore, it is of the UTMOST
IMPORTANCE that we actively fill the void that
will grow with each retiring member. The current
level of interaction in our Chapter must be
safeguarded for the future and to do that we must
continue to encourage our new members to become
active contributors to the Houston Chapter.
We must help our new members succeed so that 50
years from now, ARMA Houston can still lay claim
to being the largest and most dynamic ARMA
Chapter in the world! Step up and be a part of this
history? Join ARMA, become more involved in your
Houston Chapter’s educational activities, mentor
new ARMA members, and/or get involved as a
Committee Manager or member. There are so many
ways that you can be a part of ARMA Houston’s
history in the next 50 years….show your PRIDE and
get stated today!
To our continued success and excellence…Happy
50th Birthday ARMA Houston!
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Conference/Seminar News
2009 ARMA Houston Spring Conference
Submitted by: Victor Lamas Jr. and Donna Rose, CRM, Houston Chapter

LEADING WITH PRIDE!

The ARMA Houston Spring Chapter Conference is
well known and attended by many people all over
the country. And, this year, we even had two
international attendees from China!
Despite a major rain storm which caused major
flooding around the city and slightly delayed our
opening keynote session on the first day, the
Houston conference held April 28 – 29, 2009 at the
Stafford Centre was a great success!
Our Keynote Speaker,
Dr. Patricia Galloway,
Associate Professor
from the School of
Information at the
University of Texas at
Austin presented “WEB
2.0 AND RECORDS
MANAGEMENT
ISSUES”. Participants
learned what the issues
are and prepared
themselves with the
knowledge set to discuss Web 2.0 issues with their
IT departments.
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Educational offerings under the RIM Technology
track included topics such as SharePoint
Governance, Managing Electronic Document
Lifecycles Using SharePoint, and Enterprise
Information Mapping.
These sessions gave attendees the opportunity to
learn more about the technologies, standards, and
trends that are most likely to rock your RIM world!
The Compliance and Standards track offered
information about compliance issues and records
management related standards that organizations are
dealing with. There were some excellent topics such
as Developing an Information Security Policy,
eDiscovery Basics and Document Destruction Do’s
and Don’ts. A new track offered this year entitled
Ask the Expert presented seasoned professional
speakers in a panel discussion format with question
and answer sessions. So, if attendees had a question
needed some food for thought or just wanted to learn
from someone that “has been there and done that”,
these sessions provided them with an opportunity to
learn!
The Vendors track provided some valuable
information for anyone who was looking for some
new software or some of the most advanced tools
that are available in the Information Management
world today. There was plenty of discussion and
information shared relating to Experiences in
Content Capture, Insight to Information
Management Excellence, and eDiscovery Trends and
Best Practices, just to name a few.
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One of the highlights of our conference that offered
our attendees an opportunity to wind down and enjoy
some entertainment as well as a little “food for
thought” was our luncheon speaker, David Hira.
David is a magical entertainer and motivational
speaker and has performed his magic all over the
world and at such places as Caesar’s Palace in Las
Vegas, on cruise ships, for such notables as President
and Mrs. George W. Bush, and has been on a total of
36 television shows in both the U.S. and Japan. He
also has quite an impressive career in business and
has many entrepreneurial successes to his credit.

David captured the
attention of our
attendees with his magic
and humor, inspired us
all with his motivational
message and his 6 Steps
for Success, and touched
the hearts of many with
his inspirational stories
of his family and
ancestry. He truly left us
believing in his
motivational message on life and success –
ANYTHING is possible if you believe! A BIG
“thanks” to all who made this dynamic, educational
conference a GREAT success!
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2009 ARMA Houston Spring Conference

And a very special thanks to the following
Conference Sponsors for their continued support!

LEADING WITH PRIDE!

Thank you to the following ARMA Houston
Conference Committee Members for all of their
work efforts, dedication, and support!

Platinum Sponsors
IBM / Filenet Inc.
ECM2
Corporate Sponsors
Iron Mountain
Oracle Corporation

VP of Chapter Conference
J. Victor Lamas, Jr

Conference Bag Sponsor
Donovan & Watkins

Arrangements Committee
Manager – Frank Lerma
Member – Chris Breaz

Reproduction Sponsor
Dow Chemical Company

Exhibits Committee
Co- Manager – Shylan Cadmus
Co- Manager – Jennifer Walker-Ostertag, CRM
Programs Committee
Co- Manager – Nancy Ramirez, CRM
Co- Manager – Tad Howington, CRM, FAI
Publicity Committee
Manager – Teresa Matlock
Members – Pam Sankey, Bill Sexton
Registration Committee
Manager – Everis Mollon
Members – Brenda Clements, Jean Goodman,
Bonnie Smith, Linda Trimm
Advisors
George Ramirez
Jim Dixon

CD Sponsor
Ovation Data Services, Inc
Internet Cafe Sponsor
PacoTech
Conference Folders Sponsor
Redweld
Name Badge Sponsor
Recall
Refreshment Break Sponsors
AIIM
Digital Legal
InfoCurrent
Mimi Dionne Consulting
Shred Day Sponsors
Greenstar Shredding
Recall
Associate Sponsor
J. Victor Lamas Jr.
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ARMA International News

ARMA International Standards Development
Program

The following is an excerpt from the ARMA
International website at www.arma.org regarding
the ARMA International Standards Development
Program and some of the current projects underway.

ARMA International is accredited by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) as
a standards developing organization and participates
in applicable International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) standards development
committees such as TC 46/SC11 Archives/Records
Management.
Thus, standards development is a major activity for
ARMA International at both the National and
International levels.
Projects Currently Underway
Following is a listing of the seven Standards and Best
Practices Projects that are currently underway. Take
some time to review the projects and if you have any
questions or are interested in working on one of
them, simply email standards@arma.org .
Electronic Records Management Software
Applications: Design Criteria
SDC Project Manager - K. Joerling and N. Barnes
This technical report will:
 Provide procedural and implementation-related
information on the management of electronic
records.
 Inform our community of the utility of the DoD
standard, identifying those requirements which are
usually considered to be relevant to the
commercial/private sector and those that are not.
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Describe how to take advantage of the features
provided in a DoD-certified RMA, including those
features thought to be non-relevant.
 Identify gaps in the DoD requirements, where
standard records management functions such as bar
coding, folder and box labels, physical records
tracking systems, integrations with off-site storage
facilities, and development of destruction certificates
are not addressed.


Guideline on Contracted Destruction for Records
and Information Media
SDC Project Manager - K. Joerling and N.
Barnes
This guideline will cover the following topics:
 Destruction Methods – NIST Guidelines, Media
Sanitization
 Recommended Destruction Method List
 Vendor Selection Criteria based on Recommended
Destruction Method – NAID Vendor Selection
Guidelines
 Personnel
 Quality Control – Auditing Vendors
 Case Law and Legal Requirements
Records and Information Management for
Information Technology Professionals
SDC Project Manager - K. Joerling and N.
Barnes
This guideline will examine the relationship between
RIM and IT, indicating how the two disciplines can
work together more effectively. Topics include, but
are not limited to:






IT and Records Management overview
Information lifecycle
Classification and taxonomy
Metadata
Data migration/legacy systems

Revision - Vital Records Programs: Identifying,
Managing, and Recovering Business-Critical
Records
This project will cover the subjects included in
ANSI/ARMA 5-2003 and provide content updates.
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A new section on vital records and business
continuity planning will be added. The impact of
Hurricane Katrina on vital records programs will be
examined, as well as government-driven procedural
changes implemented by the National Archives and
Records Administration in the US.
RIM Review Group
This group will assist with the solicitation of
responses to various proposed standards and
initiatives from a variety of organizations where a
RIM perspective is relevant. In addition, members of
this group will serve as peer reviewers for various
documents created by the ARMA International
Standards Development Program. The RIM Review
Group members will be called upon for comments
based on their respective areas of expertise.
Risk Management
This guideline will describe various risks and discuss
methodologies that may be applicable within a RIM
context:
 Records and Information Risks: description of
risks; probabilities and impact of risks; examples of
how risk is mitigated in organizations.
 Risk Management Methodology: identifying risks;
assessing risks; and measuring/monitoring risks.
This guideline will also provide an assessment tool
that can be used to determine the area of greatest risk
exposure.
Website Records Management
This guideline will explore whether, to what extent,
and under what circumstances information content
posted on Internet websites constitutes records and
should be treated as such by the organization
responsible for the website.
For more information, contact Kevin Joerling, Senior
Manager Standards and Records Management at
913-312-1742 or 800-457-7954.
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ALHEF News

ALHEF Silent Auction at ARMA Houston Conference
- A Huge Success!

Last year, 20 deserving individuals received ALHEF
Scholarships totaling $30,000 and 3 individuals
received a free sponsorship to the ARMA Houston
Spring Conference. Again this year, ALHEF
sponsored 3 individuals to attend the Conference and
ARMA Houston matched that sponsorship. All in
all, a total of 6 individuals were able to attend the
ARMA Houston Conference free. This is how
ALHEF and the ARMA Houston Chapter are
working together to help deserving individuals
acquire the education they need and want to succeed
in the Records and Information Management field.

Submitted by: Gayle Page, Houston Chapter

The ARMA Houston Spring Conference was not
only a success for the attendees it was also another
successful silent auction for ALHEF.
The auction raised approximately $2.6K during the
two day conference; all of which will go towards
educational scholarship awards for deserving
individuals who are seeking to advance their
education in the Records and Information
Management and related fields.
As most that are familiar with ALHEF are aware, the
Fund is supported by contributions from various
chapters of the Association of Records Managers
and Administrators International (ARMA),
companies, individuals, and other organizations. The
Houston ARMA Chapter created the Fund in 1985 to
honor Alice L. Haltom CRM at retirement for her
untiring efforts to improve the profession of
information and records management during her
career that spanned more than three decades.
These Silent Auctions, along with our other
fundraisers throughout the year, are one of the
primary ways that we raise funds. Other funds, as
mentioned above, are received from individuals,
corporations, and ARMA Houston as well as other
ARMA chapters.
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The trustees would like to thank all of the following
individuals and companies for their generous
donations to the Silent Auction at the ARMA
Houston Conference this year:
Access Sciences
Altek Systems
ARMA Houston Chapter
Shylan Cadmus
David Culbertson
Mimi Dionne, CRM, CDIA+, CA, PMP
Kathy Fabra
Greenstart Destruction
Allan Heath, CRM
Tad Howington, CRM, FAI
Earl Johnson, Jr., CRM
Frank Lerma
Teresa Matlock
Beverly McMahan, CRM
Sandy Miller, CRM
Oracle Corporation
PacoTech, Inc
Pioneer Records & Information Mgmt
George Ramirez
Nancy Ramirez, CRM
Denise & Bruce Robertson
Judy Vasek Sitton, CRM
Southwest Solutions Group
Janice Taylor
Diane Walker, CRM
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: I heard that ARMA International has an
International Standards Development Program
that develops Standards and Best Practices that
might be useful to me. Where do I locate them?
Are they available on the ARMA Houston
website?
A:Yes, ARMA International has a well established
International Standards Development Program that
develops Standards and Best Practices available for
review and access by all ARMA members. They are
designed to assist Records and Information
Management practitioners with daily business
challenges and enable organizations to confidently
create systems, policies, and procedures to ensure
high operational quality and exceptional
performance.
These Standards and Best Practices are not
accessible on the ARMA Houston website, but all
members can access them free of charge by going to
http://www.arma.org/standards/index.cfm. Here
members will find a complete listing of the available
Standards and Best Practices and links to the projects
that are underway. You may also read about the
projects that the International Standards
Development Program has underway under the
ARMA International News column in this issue.
If you have any other questions about the
International Standards Development Program or
would like to participate on one of the projects,
please email standards@arma.org or contact Kevin
Joerling, Senior Manager Standards and Records
Management at 913-312-1742 or 800-457-7954.
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FROM THE EDITOR
H. A. (Nancy) Ramirez, CRM,
Houston Chapter

Proposed and Adopted Rules
From February through March 2009
Texas Registers
Compiled by: Mica Hanchey, Houston Chapter

As a service to the RIM Community ARMA Houston
has reviewed recent issues of the Texas Register and have
identified the following notices of proposed or adopted
changes to the Texas Administrative Code (TAC) as
being of special interest. To access excerpts of these
notices, please go to the ARMA Houston website at
www.armahouston.org
Persons concerned about these regulations can get more
information by reading the Texas Administrative Code at
hhttp://info.sos.state.tx.us/pls/pub/readtac$ext.viewtac
and the Texas Register at
http://www.sos.state.tx.us/texreg/

ARMA International Awards
Large Chapter of the Year
1980, 1984, 1993, 2004, 2005
Very Large Chapter of the Year
1998, 2000
Best Newsletter of the Year
1988
Large Chapter Newsletter of the Year
1990, 1996

March and April have been very
busy months for the ARMA
Houston Chapter. This issue of the ARMA
Newsletter --- your resource for “the best that we can
offer on every page…in every issue”, captures some
of the highlights which, of course, include our
successful ARMA Houston Conference! We
encourage our readers to read our President’s
Message and our Executive VP’s Leadership News
article; both offer some very sound advice on
pursuing your education and why we need teams to
be successful. Our RIM Corner article authored by
Diane Walker, CRM, offers some great tips on the
Cobalt Award and how to make sure that your RIM
Program is ready to meet enterprise-wide
management of records and information
management.
Don’t miss reading all about the ARMA Houston
Conference, reviewing the Chapter Highlights
articles, and the latest news from ARMA
International regarding some of the projects that the
International Standards Development Program has
underway. There is always something going on in
the Houston Chapter so stay informed; you will not
want to miss out on upcoming Chapter activities
(workshops, monthly program meetings, seminars,
conferences, etc) planned for you the remainder of
the year! If you have any questions or comments for
improving the newsletter, please contact the
ARMAdilla Newsletter Editor, Nancy Ramirez,
CRM at nancy.ramirez@exxonmobil.com or any of
the following committee members:
W. Allan Heath, Jr, CRM (KBR)
John Peden (Access Sciences, Inc)
Denise Robertson, CRM

Very Large Chapter Newsletter of the Year
2000, 2002, 2008 (Honorable Mention)

For questions or comments regarding this publication, contact:

Large Chapter Website of the Year
2004 (Honorable Mention)
Very Large Chapter Website of the Year
2002
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H. A. (Nancy) Ramirez, CRM
ARMA Houston Chapter, ARMAdilla Editor
P. O. Box 1794, Houston, Texas 77251-1794
nancy.ramirez@exxonmobil.com
281-654-7188
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MINUTES
ARMA HOUSTON CHAPTER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING - 2008-2009

Date:

February 10, 2009

Location and Host:

Time:

3:05 pm

Baker Hughes Incorporated
2929 Allen Parkway, Suite 2100
Houston, Texas 77019

Call to Order. The President called the meeting to order at 3:05 p.m. A copy of the Meeting
Notice is attached as Appendix 1.
I.

Establishing a Quorum:

All voting Board members were present at the meeting or attended via conference call with the
exception of the VP Conference, as reflected on the attached Sign-In Sheet (Appendix 2).
Pursuant to Article V, Section 4 of the Bylaws, a quorum was deemed established.
II.

Approval of Previous Minutes:

Motion: The VP Communications moved to approve the January Board of Directors Meeting
Minutes. The motion passed.
III.

Treasurer’s / Financial Administrator’s Report

Discussion: The Treasurer’s and Financial Administrator’s Report, together with the
Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement and Budget vs. Actuals, is attached hereto as
Appendix 3. The Immediate Past President raised the issue of being over-budget in certain
areas and as a result, any expenditure over $200 would require Board approval. The Board
reminded her that these expenditures were discussed at a previous Board meeting. The
expenses were incurred during the prior year and should have been paid. The Board is aware
they would be reflected against this year’s budget.
IV.

Officer/VP Reports

Discussion about additional agenda items: The Board was asked if there were any
additional items not listed on the Agenda (Appendix 4). Additional agenda items appear below.
Updates to the Officers’ reports appear below, if any. Final reports of the following 200809 Officers are attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as if fully set forth
hereinbelow:

A.

President – Jim Dixon (Appendix 5)

Update: John Frost, International President will preside over the 2009-2010
Board of Directors induction ceremony.
B.

Executive Vice President – Louis Buzby, CRM (Appendix 6)

C.

Immediate Past President – Diane Walker, CRM (Appendix 7)

D.

Past President – Denise Robertson, CRM (Appendix 8)

E.

Vice President, Chapter Meetings – Judy Sitton, CRM (Appendix 9)

F.

Vice President, Communications – Beverly McMahan, CRM (Appendix 10)

G.

Vice President, Conference – Victor Lamas (Appendix 11)

H.

Vice President, Education & Outreach – Mica Hanchey (Appendix 12)

I.

Vice President, Professional Marketing & Outreach – George Ramirez
(Appendix 13)

Update: Two letters of appreciation were read to the Board, one from the
Houston Area Women’s Center and the other from the Covenant House. The letters of
appreciation are attached to the VP Marketing’s report and incorporated by reference as
if fully set forth herein.
J.

V.

Vice President, Membership – Steve DeClue, CRM (Appendix 14)

Old Business
A.

Bylaws – additional proposed revisions

Discussion. The Executive Vice President advised that the amended language in
Section 6 was previously approved and reported on the items currently under review. The first
item related to the length a member of the Board of Directors must be present at a meeting in
order to be counted as present, regardless of whether attendance is in person or via conference
call. The Board agreed that this is a subject that should be addressed by the President or his or
her designee in the case of reoccurring non-attendance to determine appropriate disciplinary
actions.
The Executive Vice President also discussed whether it is appropriate for a spouse or
family member of a current Board member to serve on the Board at the same time. The Board
was reminded that this issue was addressed by previous Boards wherein a consensus
was reached to discourage this practice.
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B.

Committee Procedures Status of Updates

Discussion. The Executive Vice President requested Board members to continue
working on the procedures for their respective areas and submit them to him. The Past
President suggested that the Constitution also be reviewed to ensure consistency relating to
voting procedures.
C.

ARMA Houston Chapter website

Discussion. A mock-up of the home page should be available within the next week.
There were 32 responses to the survey relating to membership satisfaction of the website. The
VP Communications asked the Board to submit photos to her for posting to the website. Photos
should be submitted in jpeg format. The Board was also requested to review all documents
currently stored on the website and submit list of those documents no longer current or those
that should otherwise be removed. The website should be live by the second week in April. A
web-session will be scheduled during the ARMA Houston Conference for Board members to
learn how to manage their content on the web for their respective areas. The Committee will be
addressing any issues related to our Chapter elections and the electronic voting process.
A question was raised as to whether members other than the Board could attend the
web session to be held during conference; however, it was decided that this session would be
only open to current Board members. The Committee will consider holding a workshop during a
regularly scheduled monthly meeting to introduce members to the new website.
The President reminded Board members to vote in International’s election. A reminder
to all members was recently sent via email encouraging participation in the election.
D.

ARMAdilla articles submission deadline

Discussion. The Board was reminded that the deadline to submit articles for the
ARMAdilla was February 9. Articles not yet submitted should be submitted as soon as possible.
VI.

New Business
A.

Slate of Nominees

Discussion. The Immediate Past President discussed the steps taken by the Nominating
Committee in arriving at the slate of nominees. The Board was presented with the slate of
nominees for the 2009-2010 Board of Directors. The VP Chapter Meetings suggested the slate
be discussed on a line-by-line basis which, according to the Bylaws, Section 3, is permitted.
The Immediate Past President was asked to be excused from a portion of the discussion
concerning one particular nominee. After discussion, the Board approved, in part, as permitted
by Section 3 of the Bylaws, the slate of nominees as follows: President, Louis Buzby, CRM;
Executive Vice President, Judy Vasek Sitton, CRM; Secretary, Patti Manning; Treasurer, Linda
Trimm; and VP, Scott Rutherford. The Board did not approve one nominee and requested
verification of the membership status of two other nominees from the VP of Membership. The
Nominating Committee will present a revised slate to the Board for its consideration.
B.

Comparison of Procedures vs. Bylaws

Discussion. This item has been tabled until the next Board meeting.
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C.

January taped program

Discussion. The VP Communications has formed an Ad Hoc Committee for the purpose
of taping the presenters at the monthly meetings. The taping of January’s meeting was
reviewed by the Committee to determine additional requirements. The Committee will be taping
the February meeting. VP Education and Outreach advised that David Stephens is also
agreeable to having his May 21 seminar taped. A speaker release form will be provided to VP
Education and Outreach form for execution by Mr. Stephens.
D.

ARMA Houston Conference Sponsorship Support

Discussion. The Past President advised that ALHEF will sponsor three (3) individuals to
attend the spring conference. ALHEF has asked that ARMA Houston also sponsor three (3)
individuals. There are certain requirements that must be met including submitting an essay and
writing an article for the ARMAdilla upon conclusion of the conference.
Motion: The VP Chapter Meetings made a motion that ARMA Houston sponsor up to three (3)
individuals to attend the ARMA Houston spring conference. The motion passed.
E.

2009-2010 Golf Tournament

Discussion. The VP Professional Marketing & Outreach discussed that because the golf
tournament now takes place in the fall, a decision would be needed whether the 2009
tournament should take place and whether the current manager will begin the planning and then
hand it off to the next Board year’s manager. The Board reached consensus that the fall 2009
Golf Tournament should take place. The Board was requested to approve the issuance of a
deposit of $1,000 to Northgate Country Club to guarantee the date.
Motion: The VP Communications moved that the Board authorize the payment of the $1,000
deposit to Northgate Country Club to hold the date for the fall golf tournament. The motion
passed.
F.

Posting Conference Presentations on Website

Discussion. The Conference Committee requested a decision as to whether the
conference presentations would be made available on the website to the membership at large.
Consideration was given to posting the presentations for a fee for those members who do not
attend the conference. The Board reached consensus that conference materials should be
available only to those members or non-members who register and pay to attend the
conference, including speakers and volunteers.
G.
H.

ARMA Houston-sponsored event Tuesday evening of Conference
Celebrating ARMA Houston 50th Anniversary at Conference

Discussion. The Board discussed celebrating the chapter’s anniversary at conference
as the Tuesday night event, as well as whether the Pinewood Derby event would take place.
The Board agreed a celebration should be planned. The VP Chapter Meetings will determine
whether her committee will be able to offer assistance. The Past President will request ALHEF
sponsor the Pinewood Derby. Mica will obtain the track.
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I.

Projector malfunction at January CRM workshop

Discussion. The VP Chapter Meetings advised the Board there was a problem with one
of the projectors used at the workshop. A question was raised whether the projector was old
and needed to be replaced or whether the problem was user-related. Both projectors are
working; therefore, there is no need to replace the one that malfunctioned at the recent
workshop.

VII.

Member Kudos

The following member(s) give us PRIDE and are to be recognized for:

P

rofessionalism:
Donna Rose, CRM – Nominating Committee
Sarah Oldrin - Nominating Committee
Amy Ellis – Nominating Committee
Mimi Dionne, CRM – Nominating Committee
D’Andria Dunham – Nominating Committee
Sandy Miller – Nominating Committee
Beverly McMahon, CRM – Nominating Committee support
Denise Robertson, CRM – Nominating Committee support
Beverly McMahan, CRM for her gentle reminders of web projects creating a professional web site for
the ARMA Houston Chapter
• Donna Rose for working with Web Advertising sales
• Nancy Ramirez, CRM for continuing to seek out community services with the Open Door Mission
• George Ramirez for his advice and support regarding Conference activities and issues
• Dwight Brown for stepping in to help S&H at January meeting
• Robin Thompson for January Speaker coordination
• Bonnie Smith for stepping in to help S&H at January meeting

R

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

esponsibility:
Gayle Page for her continued support of both ARMA and ALHEF
Michelean Love for timeliness of chapter roster updates
Michelle Lopez for stepping in to help with the Internet site management
Frank Lerma for working on acquiring bids for catering and audio visual services
Chris Breaz for working on acquiring bids for catering and audio visual services
Everis Mollon for coordinating Conference Registration activities
Brenda Clements for coordinating Conference Registration activities
Beverly McMahan, CRM for taking responsibility for the Video project
Bonnie Smith for coordinating Conference Registration activities
Jean Goodman for coordinating Conference Registration activities

I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ntegrity:
• Nancy Ramirez, CRM for her dedication to all aspects of ARMA and ALHEF. No job is too large or

small for her continued support.
• Jim Dixon for keeping the BOD on task
• Beverly McMahan, CRM for keeping everyone informed with weekly Email blasts and resolving Email

issues
• George Ramirez for the way he handled our guests from the Mission Outreach
• Teresa Matlock for all their hard work in promoting the Spring Conference
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• Pam Sankey for all their hard work in promoting the Spring Conference
• Bill Sexton for all their hard work in promoting the Spring Conference

D

E

etermination:
• Lee Pendergraft, CRM for creating the CRM training workshop and following through with the

presentation
• Margaret Southard, CRM for all her past work with the ARMA Houston web site
• Pamela Sankey for continuing to promote ARMA throughout the community
• Jennifer Walker-Ostertag for her work with contacting prospective vendors for their participation and
her tenacity with those who are dragging their feet
• Shylan Cadmus for her work with contacting prospective vendors for their participation
Mimi Dionne for her work with contacting prospective vendors for their participation
xcellence:
• Kari Menter for doing such a great job during her first meeting as a Social and Hospitality member.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

She came early, stayed late, and worked diligently to take care of the 150 meeting attendees, and
workshop participants. Her participation was invaluable.
Patti Manning for her continued timely publication of the minutes
George Ramirez for his work with the new Videography project
Barrett Walker for his work with the new Videography project
Nancy Ramirez, CRM for her work on the ARMAdilla
Nancy Ramirez, CRM for developing conference program topics and selecting major speakers
Victor Lamas as a Great Sandwich Board sign Promo of Conference
Tad Howington for developing conference program topics and selecting major speakers

VIII.

Meeting Adjournment

The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 pm.

Patti Manning
ARMA Houston Secretary
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